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chairman’s  MESSAGE
THOMAS LEIGHTY

e’re nearing the 
second half of the 
year, and for IIAR 
staff, committee, 
and volunteer 
members, that 

means building on the substantial 
work completed so far in 2015 on a 
variety of different initiatives. You’ll 
read in this issue of the Condenser 
about two important research projects, 
a new scholarship initiative and work 
to reach our funding goal for the Am-
monia Refrigeration Foundation.

IIAR’s ARF-funded projects are 
great examples of the real-life value of 
IIAR’s committee work in our indus-
try. The IIAR Research Committee, 
like all IIAR committees, is dedicated 
to solving real world problems, pro-
ducing practical tools and advancing 
our understanding of our technology 
and operations in a way that makes 
what we do safer and more efficient. 

In addition to awarding a new 
scholarship recipient for 2015, ARF 
has also launched a new process to 
select its research projects, which now 
starts with a simple, one-page form. 
The process makes it easier for IIAR 
members to submit their ideas to the 
research committee. The form, which 
is available online, is used to explain 
the proposed project, state its poten-
tial benefits and merit, and can be 
submitted by any IIAR member. 

These types of initiatives are projects 
that really are state of the art in terms 

of addressing the practical information 
and design that underlie everything 
we do as an industry. And in the same 
way that the Research Committee is 
dedicated to solving practical in-use 
problems, all of IIAR’s committees are 
working to find meaningful, actionable 
solutions to issues that impact the day-
to-day operations of our industry. 

We’re pleased to announce that IIAR 
has recently formed a new committee. 
The Compliance Guidelines Commit-
tee is one of the organization’s newest 
committees. Its purpose is to review, 

revise and publish IIAR guidance 
documents that currently do not have 
a formal home within any of the other 
committees. Those documents include 
the Ammonia Data Book, the Process 
Safety Management & Risk Manage-
ment Program and the Ammonia 
Refrigeration Management Program. 

This committee will begin work to 
review those publications, and will 
also be working with the Standards 
Committee to develop a Recognized 
and Generally Accepted Good Engi-
neering Practices standard. 

Meanwhile, standards committee 
members, volunteers, and consultants 
are involved in the update and release of 
IIAR’s Suite of Standards, and that wide 
variety of perspectives is helping ensure 
we create the best resource possible. 

While each of our IIAR committees 
are focused on different initiatives, 
collectively they are making the world 
of ammonia and natural refrigerants 

safer by ensuring all of us have access 
to the best resources available. Your 
involvement and input within this 
industry as IIAR members moves us 
all forward. 

Of course, behind the ongoing work 
of our membership, our staff at head-
quarters is always working to deliver 
new products and resources, and our 
biggest resource, the IIAR Annual 
Conference is no exception.

The 2015 event was one of our best 
conferences yet. The packed technical 
paper sessions, workshops and tech-
nomercials were the usual highlights 
of our annual meeting, as well as the 
exhibit hall, which was crowded this 
year with a record-breaking number 
of exhibitors and sponsors, represent-
ing manufacturers, service providers 
and educational organizations. 

It’s time to start thinking about how 
to use that renewed enthusiasm in 
the coming year to strengthen IIAR’s 
member presence and plan for our 
next event. The 2016 IIAR Industrial 
Refrigeration Conference & Exhibi-
tion will be held in Orlando, Florida 
on March 20-23, 2016.

As always, your staff, board and 
volunteer members are working hard 
to make sure the upcoming conference 
is an even bigger success.

We’re focused on many different 
initiatives this year, and as a volunteer 
member, you too can get involved in 
our industry’s work. Some of that work 
represents big steps the industry is tak-
ing to advance standards and safety, as 
in the case of the rewrite of the IIAR-2 
standard. And some initiatives represent 
smaller, but just as important goals, 
like the creation of new task forces and 
committees. It is the ongoing support 
and participation of IIAR members 
that make these conversations possible. 
Thank you for continuing to enrich our 
industry with your collaboration, input, 
and knowledge.

W

We’re pleased to announce that IIAR’s newest 
committee, the Compliance Guidelines Com-
mittee, will review, revise and publish IIAR 
guidance documents that currently do not have a 
formal home within any of the other committees.
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 MESSAGEpresident’s BY DAVE RULE

n this issue, we’re presenting 
news on many exciting ac-
tivities in our industry and our 
organization. IIAR is working 
harder than ever to deliver on 
its promise to membership: 

to promote the ongoing growth and 
health of industrial refrigeration. And 
this is a theme that touches on so many 
important goals, including an empha-
sis on environmental sustainability, 
future growth through scholarship and 
research programs and an ever-wid-
ening commitment to the foundation 
work done by our volunteer members 
through IIAR committees.

In my column this month, I’d like to 
address a subject that underlies much 
of the work that IIAR does on behalf of 
membership, and that is our relationship 
with the regulatory community.

Regulatory issues are front and 
center in everything we do now. Our 
industry is continuing to see increased 
enforcement activity from OSHA and 
the EPA, and I’m pleased to report that 
IIAR has come to the table on many 
important activities.

We’ve worked very closely with 
OSHA over the last year, involving deci-
sion makers at that agency in the public 
review process for IIAR-2, one of our 
most important efforts, and a standard 
that has the potential to have a real and 
lasting impact for years to come.

That effort – to work closely with 
OSHA throughout our standards devel-
opment process – has paid off in a big 
way. In June, OSHA released its 2015 
guidance to inspectors related to Rec-
ognized and Generally Accepted Good 
Engineering Practices, or RAGAGEP. In 
that guidance, OSHA referenced IIAR-2 
for the first time as the RAGAGEP stan-
dard for the industry.

As you know, RAGAGEP plays an im-
portant role in how inspectors evaluate a 
facility’s compliance with PSM.

Under the PSM regulation, employers 
must document that all equipment in 
PSM-covered processes complies with 
RAGAGEP.  

RAGAGEP, along with inspection 
and test frequency, must follow manu-
facturer’s recommendations and good 
engineering practice, and inspections 
and tests performed on process equip-
ment are subject to the PSM regulation’s 
mechanical integrity requirements.

Importantly, the recent OSHA guid-
ance recognizes that PSM does not 
strictly define RAGAGEP.  

Under the new guidance, facilities 
have the ability to select their own 
RAGAGEP.  

The guidance points to the importance 
of consensus standards and cites IIAR as 
a primary source of RAGAGEP.  

According to the new guidance, if a 
facility is properly following consensus 
standard, then they are likely in compli-
ance.  That means that engineering docu-
ments and technical papers, like IIAR-2, 
can also form the basis of RAGAGEP.  

The formal reference to the IIAR-2 
standard in this important guidance 
from OSHA is a major step for IIAR 
and the industrial refrigeration industry 
as a whole because it represents the first 
time that the relationship between IIAR 
standards and best regulatory practices 
has been acknowledged in writing.

As a result of that guidance, we, as 
an industry, may now indicate that 
IIAR-2 should be used as a basis for 
RAGAGEP in ammonia plant inspec-
tions – rather than other standards and 
guidelines belonging to different, unre-
lated industries, such as the petroleum 
and refining industry.

This is a very significant step, given 
that standards from the American 
Petroleum Institute have often been 
referenced in regulation of our own 
industry, where fundamental differences 

in RAGAGEP have necessitated costly 
and drawn-out appeals.

OSHA’s RAGAGEP guidance is just 
the first in what I hope will be a series 
of beneficial outcomes as we work ever 
closer with regulatory agencies.

Next up is an effort to work together 
as an industry with the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency at a local level. 
Together with RETA, GCCA and other 
organizations, IIAR is leading an effort 
to open communication with regional 
EPA inspection offices.

We’re holding meetings with the heads 
of those regions, most recently EPA 
region 1, to discuss and identify com-
mon issues they are facing in the field, 
for example, facility owners not being 
aware of their regulatory requirements 
or responsibilities during an inspection. 
And we’re also collecting data on the 
number of non-compliant facilities they 
are finding in a region.

To back up these efforts, IIAR has 
created a new regulatory member portal, 
to make standards and other informa-
tion available to all regulatory agencies, 
particularly OSHA and EPA. 

Alongside that effort, IIAR continues 
to work with the New Jersey Depart-
ment of Labor to identify opportunities 
to initiate change in regulations to make 
markets like New Jersey more eco-
nomical for the safe use of ammonia and 
other natural refrigerants.

All of these activities point to the 
importance of taking direct involvement 
in the work of IIAR and our industry. 
Anyone who operates an ammonia or 
natural refrigerant facility should find 
some way to participate in the work of 
IIAR. Investing in this association can 
make a real impact when it comes to 
creating a strong, safe industrial refrig-
eration industry for the future. 

I
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WATER?
WITHOUTCOOLING

Managing
a Limited

Resource
World

griculture and food processing 
operations across the Ameri-
can West are scram-
bling to find new 

water sources 
amid a record 

drought. And although their 
water problems continue to 
be seen as a mostly re-
gional issue for many in 
the industrial refrigeration 
industry, there’s no mistaking 
that water scarcity will loom larger 
in the years to come. 

As the cost of water – both to use 
it and dispose of it – begins to rise, 
several factors determining the avail-
ability and environmental feasibility 
of water as a resource for industrial 
refrigeration are already narrowing 
possibilities and informing design and 
operational decisions.

“Everyone is looking for ways to 
save water because it is getting much 
harder and more expensive to use it 
as we always have,” said Jay Kliewer, 
P.E., president of California-based 
contractor, California Controlled 
Atmosphere. “It’s not only the aqui-
fers here in California that are being 
depleted, shortages are beginning to 
happen in the Midwest and other 
places, and this [as an issue for refrig-
eration] has the potential to snowball. 
It could very well be what we are all 
facing in the next decade.”

While many in the industry look to 
California as a model for problems 
to come, comparisons are already 
being drawn between the industry’s 
past focus on energy efficiency and a 

future focus on water usage as the 
most important factor governing 
day-to-day operations. 

“Water shortages are beginning to 
affect agriculture, and that’s obviously 
a serious problem for the refrigeration 
industry,” said Gary Dunn, president 
of Applied Process Cooling Corp. 
“The optimization of water usage in 
our industry is something that has as 
much focus now as energy conserva-
tion has had in the past.”

CCA’s Kliewer agreed, saying, 
“We’re seeing the pendulum starting 
to swing in the direction of water over 
energy when it comes to the major 
issues our industry is facing.”

And as with energy conservation, the 
cost and a drive towards environmental 
sustainability will be behind an increased 
focus on water usage as an issue.

A facility “may have abundant 
water, but the sewer and treatment 
bill is what can get you,” said Steve 
Heidenreich, regional sales manager 
for Johnson Controls, Frick, Food and 
Beverage Division. He said that many 
customers are seeking ways to miti-
gate water usage simply because the 
twin costs of water supply and water 
treatment after its use are growing.

“I think water is going to be some-
thing that companies look at environ-
mentally, but also from a cost savings 
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standpoint. The cost of water is really 
jumping in California – in some cases 
it’s ten times or more what it was years 
ago. For the foreseeable future, water 
is going to be a predominant issue. 
People are really starting to look at 
what they can do to save water now.”

One company already focused on 
reducing bottom line utility costs by 
controlling water usage is WalMart.  
And for the nation’s largest retailer, 
those costs can be massive. 

Jeff Cato, Senior Manager of Mate-
rial Handling Equipment at WalMart 
said the company’s average site utiliz-
ing evaporative condensing will con-
sume between 600 to 800 thousand 
gallons of water per month in the 
summertime across roughly 40 sites. 
Cato has been tasked by the company 
to find new ways to dramatically 
decrease water consumption across its 
fleet of evaporative condensers.

“This is a bottom line issue for us,” 
he said. “The benefit of reducing water 
usage is that at the same time, we’re 
reducing sewage wastewater, which 
typically runs between two and three 
times per gallon the cost of raw water. 
If we’re operating at the industry stan-
dard of four cycles of concentration, 
eliminating just four gallons of water 
will eliminate one gallon of sewage.”

“Being the largest retailer in the 
U.S., when there is a call to action like 
tightening water supply, the first to feel 
it [and look for ways to address it] is 
typically WalMart,” said Cato. “With 
a lot of issues nationwide, and espe-
cially in California, tightening water 
supply has caused us to take the long 
look at what we’re doing and how 
we’re doing it” when it comes to water.

While companies like WalMart are 
actively looking for ways to dramati-
cally reduce their water usage across 
the board, many others are just start-
ing to look at the issue. 

“The end user and design engineer 
are concerned, or at least they are evalu-
ating the water issue, but that focus 
hasn’t yet reached the level where water 
is driving change in the industry,” said 
Joe Mandato, Senior Vice President, 
Evapco Inc. He added that one excep-
tion is where a lack of water availability 
in certain areas forces a facility owner 
to make an immediate change. 

“Much of the industry has not 
grasped the concept yet that water 

availability will be a serious concern in 
the future,” said Mandato. “We’ve seen 
some customers being progressive and 
attacking the problem now. But as an 
industry, we need to be looking out ten 
years, selecting equipment and making 
operational decisions based on what 
water supply is going to look like.”

So what will it take to push the 
industry to that level of change? Ac-
cording to Mandato, three scenarios 
will begin to move water to the fore-
front of the industry’s issues as they 
gain momentum. 

First, for reasons driven both by 
environmental sustainability and cost, 
more and more companies may follow 
WalMart’s lead in instituting corpo-
rate philosophies to utilize existing 
water reduction technology immedi-
ately, where that technology results in 
reduced water consumption.

Second, a growing number of proj-
ect sites – where existing facilities are 
located or planned – may face water 
scarcity or shortages in the future. 
And those shortages will require 
designers, owners and builders to 
consider the use of new technology to 
bring consumption into line with site-
specific water projections.

And finally, the use of water may be 
regulated more by local and state gov-
ernment and various municipalities, as 
local codes and regulations are devel-
oped to force any water using industry 
to measure and monitor its water.

“All three of these scenarios are 
likely to directly impact our industry at 
some point in the future,” said Manda-
to. “We’re definitely seeing the first and 
second scenarios happening now.”

And as with energy, California may 
be the first place to look to see how 
new regulations will shape water usage 
in the years to come. “In California, 
further regulation of water use is 
becoming more of a focal point,” said 
CCA’s Kliewer. “Regulations are on the 
horizon surrounding water. We think 
there will be a focus on recycling. Fa-
cilities will need to show that they are 
recycling water where and when they 
can. Whatever form new regulations 
take, they will include some recycling 
component, whether directly related 
to refrigeration or other processes that 
reduce wastewater.”

For many in the industry, where 
new technology investments like air 

cooled condensing, adiabatic con-
denser cooling or hybrid condensing 
units may be prohibitive, the answer 
to the question of how to prepare for 
impending water shortages and regu-
lations may be to take a simple, prac-
tical approach: measure water usage 
and look for ways to reduce it within 
the scope of normal operations.

“We’re getting as many or more 
calls from customers for help with 
reclaiming water  and finding new 
ways to conserve it – as we have in 
the past for energy savings,” said 
Dunn. “One way to minimize water 
use is to try to find water that has 
already been used in a plant but is 
not too difficult to clean. We’re talk-
ing to several facilities about where 
to find opportunities for reclaiming 
the water in their plants that isn’t too 
difficult to clean up and prepare for 
use as condenser water makeup.”

Of course, measuring water usage 
in the first place is one obvious step 
that many facilities may not have been 
paying attention to until recently. 

“Facilities do a certain amount of 
monitoring now,” said Kliewer. “But 
we [as an industry] need to know ex-
actly how much water we’re using to 
begin with. Most facilities don’t know 
exactly how much water they’re us-
ing. With load variations, it’s always 
a guess, so the first step is to look at 
where we’re starting from and then 
make changes and monitor how well 
those changes are doing.”

For Doug Scott, president of VA-
Com Technologies, measuring water 
usage is the logical first step for an 
industry faced with impending water 
usage problems.

“In the past, water usage has not been 
a big enough element to quantify, but 
it’s worth quantifying now,” he said. 
“Just like electricity in the days before 
our focus on energy efficiency – water 
is not always measured separately. As 
an industry, we have got to learn how 
to do this if we’re going to prepare for 
shortages in the years to come.”

“It’s an important cost to get accu-
rate if people are going to be making 
more and more financial decisions 
around water,” he added. “We’ve 
been doing that analysis for energy 
for the last fifteen to twenty years. For 
water, we’re just starting to look at 
quantifying [its use].” 

COVER story
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BY LOWELL RANDEL, IIAR GOVERNMENT RELATIONS DIRECTOR

RELATIONSgovernment

Executive Order 13650 —  
Improving Chemical Facility  
Safety and Security

n August 1, 2013, 
President Obama 
signed Executive 
Order 13650 en-
titled: Improving 

Chemical Facility 
Safety and Security. 

The action was driven in response to an 
explosion at a fertilizer facility in West, 
Texas. The focus of the EO is to reduce 
risks associated with hazardous chemi-
cal incidents to owners and operators, 
workers, and communities by enhanc-
ing the safety and security of chemical 
facilities.  In the two years since the 
signing of the order, agencies including 
the Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS), Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) and the En-
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
have been working to address the goals 
established in the order.  The Obama 
Administration released a status update 
fact sheet in June 2015 outlining the 
progress of the agencies.

One of the main areas of agency 
activity with the potential to have 
a major impact on the cold chain is 
modernizing policies and procedures.  
OSHA, EPA and DHS are all con-
sidering significant policy changes to 
major regulatory programs including 
Process Safety Management (PSM), 
the Risk Management Program 
(RMP) and the Chemical Facilities 
Anti-Terrorism Standards (CFATS) 
program.  Each of these agencies has 
taken steps towards regulatory change 
and the issue of chemical facility 
safety and security will continue to be 
a high priority for the remainder of 
the Obama Administration.

OSHA PROCESS SAFETY  
MANAGEMENT
In November 2013, OSHA released 
a Request for Information (RFI) 
detailing potential changes to the 

PSM program.  IIAR worked with the 
Global Cold Chain Alliance (GCCA) 
and others to develop a coalition of 
partners to jointly submit comments 
to OSHA. The comments express con-
cern over the additional and unneces-
sary burdens that would be placed 
on industry should the regulatory 
proposals be enacted. The coalition 
of groups signing on to the comments 
to DHS and EPA includes: American 
Frozen Food Institute, American Meat 
Institute, GCCA, International As-
sociation of Refrigerated Warehouses, 
International Institute of Ammonia 
Refrigeration, Refrigerating Engineers 
and Technicians Association and the 
U.S. Poultry and Egg Association.

The next step in the regulatory 
process is formation of a Small Busi-
ness Regulatory Flexibility Review Act 
(SBREFA) panel.  These panels are 
designed to solicit input from small 
businesses impacted by the regulation.  
The PSM panel was announced in June 
2015 and will convene during the sum-
mer of 2015.  The OSHA regulatory 
process tends to take longer than many 
other agencies, so the formal proposed 
rule to amend the PSM regulation is 
not anticipated for some time.

In addition to working on changes 
to the PSM regulation, OSHA is 
also exploring non-regulatory issues 
related to the PSM program.  An 
example of this is OSHA’s June 2015 
guidance to inspectors related to Rec-
ognized and Generally Accepted Good 
Engineering Practices (RAGAGEP).  
RAGAGEP plays an important role 
in how inspectors evaluate a facility’s 
compliance with PSM.

Under the PSM regulation, employ-
ers must document that all equipment 
in PSM-covered processes complies 
with RAGAGEP.  Inspections and 
tests performed on process equipment 
are subject to the PSM regulation’s 

mechanical integrity requirements 
in accordance with RAGAGEP and 
Inspection and test frequency must 
follow manufacturer’s recommenda-
tions and good engineering practice.

The OSHA guidance importantly 
recognizes that PSM does not strictly 
define RAGAGEP.  Employers have the 
ability to select their own RAGAGEP.  
The guidance does point to the 
importance of consensus standards 
and cites IIAR as a primary source of 
RAGAGEP.  It goes further to state 
that if a facility is properly follow-
ing consensus standard, then they are 
likely in compliance.  Engineering 
documents and technical papers can 
also form the basis of RAGAGEP.  
Employers may also develop their own 
RAGAGEP, but only if it meets or 
exceeds other applicable standards.

The document gives guidance to 
inspectors on the interpretation of 
“shall” and “should” contained in 
consensus standards.  The guidance is 
clear that “shall,” “must” or similar 
language means that the practice is 
a mandatory minimum requirement.  
“Shall not,” “prohibited” or similar 
language means that the practice is 
unacceptable.  “Should” or similar 
language in the RAGAGEP reflects an 
acceptable and preferred approach.  

If an employer adopts “should” 
practice, it is presumed appropri-
ate.  If an employer does not adopt 
a “should” practice, inspectors are 
directed that more investigation is 
required.  Inspectors will evaluate 
whether the employer has determined 
and documented that the alternate ap-
proach is at least as protective, or that 
the published RAGAGEP is not ap-
plicable to the employer’s operations.  
In the absence of such documenta-
tion from the employer, the inspector 

continued on page 10
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RELATIONSgovernment
Congress Tackles Regulatory Reform

should examine documents, such as 
relevant process hazard analyses and 
management of change procedures, to 
determine if the employer’s approach 
is as protective.  These clarifications 
are important, as some members 
have reported inspectors citing facili-
ties because they have not followed 
“should” language.

The guidance also provides a list 
of “enforcement considerations” for 
inspectors.  It is important for facili-
ties to also understand these consider-
ations, as inspectors will be following 
these when they evaluate a facility’s 
compliance.  A list of the enforcement 
considerations is provided below:

n Multiple RAGAGEPs may apply to 
a facility.

n Employers don’t need to comply 
with inapplicable RAGAGEP.

n Using inapplicable RAGAGEP can 
be dangerous – citations may be 
warranted.

n Where there is not RAGAGEP to 
provide full coverage, the employer 
is expected to develop standards to 
address it.

n More stringent internal standards 
are acceptable, but must be consis-
tently followed or the facility will 
risk citation.

n Selectively applying pieces of consen-
sus standards could be problematic.

n Inspection and testing of equipment 
must follow RAGAGEP.

n Employers must document compli-
ance with RAGAGEP.

n Equipment under Mechanical Integ-
rity that is outside acceptable limits 
must be corrected before use.

• Interim measures may be  
acceptable, but warrant  
inspector scrutiny. 

n Employers must ensure that older 
covered equipment is designed, 
maintained, inspected, tested, and 
operating in a safe manner.

n When evaluating citations  
for equipment: 

• Establish age and installation date

• Modifications

• RAGAGEP selected  

n When organizations update 
RAGAGEP (IIAR standards, as an 
example):

• When the update is explicitly  
retroactive, facilities must comply.

• When stated proactively – Facili-
ties are not mandated to comply, 
but must demonstrate how new 
hazards are addressed.

– Can use PHA, MOC, corporate 
monitoring, review of published 
standards  

n Inspectors are directed to notify 
OSHA headquarters if they encoun-
ter RAGAGEP that is not adequate-
ly protective.

n When writing citations for inspec-
tions and testing: 

• Reference RAGAGEP selected by 
employer.

• If no RAGAGEP selected, reference 
applicable example(s). 

n When citing for inspections and 
testing frequency:

• Cite frequencies listed in  
manufacturer’s recommendations 
and GEPs.

• Or more frequently, if indicated by 
prior operating experience.

n RAGAGEP citations should only 
reference applicable RAGAGEP.

• Cites cases where API is used in am-
monia refrigeration facilities.

EPA RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
EPA issued a Risk Management Program 
(RMP) Request for Information (RFI) 
on July 31, 2014 seeking comment on 
potential revisions to EPA’s RMP regula-
tions and related programs to modernize 
its regulations, guidance, and policies.  
The proposed rule seeks to reduce the 
likelihood of accidental releases of toxic 
and flammable substances at chemical 
facilities, and improve emergency re-
sponse when those releases occur.  IIAR, 
along with coalition partners, provided 
detailed comments on the RMP RFI 
expressing concern with many of the 
proposed revisions.  Similar to OSHA, 

EPA is also seeking small businesses, 
governments, and not-for-profit orga-
nizations to participate as Small Entity 
Representatives (SERs) for a Small Busi-
ness Advocacy Review (SBAR) Panel.  
This panel will focus on the Agency’s 
development of a rule that proposes to 
modify the current RMP.  

EPA has indicated its desire to issue 
a proposed rule to amend RMP by 
the end of calendar year 2015.  The 
rulemaking is a high priority for 
the Obama Administration, so EPA 
will be pushing to have a final rule 
completed before the end of President 
Obama’s second term.

DHS CHEMICAL FACILITIES ANTI- 
TERRORISM STANDARDS PROGRAM 
As a part of the implementation of 
the Executive Order, DHS published 
an Advanced Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (ANPRM) in August 
2014 to modify the Chemical Facility 
Anti-Terrorism Standards (CFATS) 
program regulations.  IIAR and coali-
tion partners also provided comments 
on the CFATS rulemaking.  The 
coalition’s comments centered on the 
applicability of CFATS to ammonia 
refrigeration facilities.  To date, the 
number of facilities deemed high risk 
and given a CFATS tier with ammonia 
being the only chemical of interest is 
extremely small.  The coalition is urg-
ing DHS to remove the Top Screen re-
quirement for facilities only subject to 
CFATS due to anhydrous ammonia.  

DHS is in the process of review-
ing the comments received from the 
ANPRM.  DHS has indicated that 
a formal proposed rule could be 
published during 2016.  A final rule 
would not likely come until late 2017 
or sometime in 2018.

As the Obama Administration and 
key agencies including OSHA, EPA 
and DHS continue implementation 
of Executive Order 13650, IIAR and 
its partners will continue to actively 
engage in the process to promote and 
protect the interests of the cold chain 
industry.  Members are encouraged to 
stay informed so they can be aware 
of the potential changes that could 
impact their business.  
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ARF Launches 
New Research 
Project Selection 
Process
The Ammonia Refrigeration Foundation 
has launched a new process to select its 
research projects, which now starts with 
a simple, one-page form. The process 
makes it easier for IIAR members to sub-
mit their ideas to the research committee. 
The form, which is available online, is 
used to explain the proposed project, 
state its potential benefits and merit, and 
can be submitted by any IIAR member. 

In addition to this form, there have 
been improvements made, including a 

formal research plan to track all phases 
of the ideas and projects and a format to 
create a research project work statement. 

Wayne Wehber, chair of the ARF 
research committee, said he hopes the 
simplified one-page form that starts 
the selection process will encourage 
more members to submit ideas. 

The research committee, which is 
made up of 13 voting members, will 
review the one-page form. If the com-
mittee supports the idea, either the 
initiator of the idea, another volunteer 
or even a team of volunteers will de-
velop the idea further by completing 
the research project work statement.

“This would be the document that 
would be reviewed and approved to 
move forward in addition to being uti-

lized to define the scope to allow a ven-
dor to bid on a project,” Wehber said. 
“If you [as the idea submitter] don’t 
want to go through the next step—the 
work statement – someone on the 
research committee can do that.”

The research committee has been 
developing the revised research 
process for the past year-and-a-half, 
and has defined the process to select 
a project, obtain bids, and follow the 
project with sub-committee reviews. 
“The research committee now has a 
structured format to take ideas and 
make them into projects that have 
some substance,” Wehber said. 

Ideas should address areas that, if 
analyzed, tested or studied, would ben-
efit the organization in some manner. 

“The stereotype that the research 
committee focuses only on types of 
research that may be earth shattering 
for the future is incorrect. We look 
for practical solutions and answers in 
many categories,” Wehber said. 

The research committee typically fo-
cuses on topics that can directly benefit 
IIAR members in their daily lives in the 
industrial refrigeration environment, 
including safety, sustainability and en-
ergy efficiency, as well as system design 
and operational practices. 

“Many times the projects that are 
chosen have originated from other 
committee members to provide clarity 
or input to solve an issue or to derive 
a conclusion that provides direction 
to that committee,” Wehber said. 

He added that ARF-funded research 
often falls into two broad categories. 
The first includes instances where 
data is collected on an issue, then is 
organized to provide an appropriate 
guideline for industry use. The second 
includes instances of IIAR conduct-
ing research to better understand the 
mechanics or characteristics of a situ-
ation that affects the industry.

Currently, two research projects are 
underway. Future projects now being 
considered include installation guide-
lines for insulation, modeling of an 
ammonia leak to determine ammonia 
gas monitor locations and operating 
system challenges in cold temperatures. 

There is no limit to how many 
projects the industry can take on, and 
Wehber said he would like to see ARF 
research get to a level where three to 
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four projects are in process at all times.   
Funding for the research committee 

comes from the Ammonia Research 
Foundation, which exists thanks to 
the generous donations provided by 
IIAR members. “I encourage everyone 
to submit ideas, work through any 
of the committees as appropriate, 
or possibly become a member of the 
Research Committee to help us in this 
process,” Wehber said. 

ARF-Funded  
Research Projects 
Near Completion
COMMITTEE CONSIDERING  
ADDITIONAL TOPICS

IIAR’s research committee is continu-
ing to move forward on two research 
projects funded by the Ammonia Re-
frigeration Foundation. Both projects 
will be presented as papers at future 
IIAR conferences. 

The first project, titled The Investi-
gation of Entrance Effects on Two-
Phase Flow in Vertical Suction Risers, 
covers the influence, appropriate 
use and benefits of a P-trap versus a 
90-degree elbow inlet on a two-phase 
vertical suction riser. The second 
project, titled Optimum Pipe Sizing, 
revisits the economic sizing method-
ology the industry uses to determine 
optimum pipe sizing.

With the first project, focused on 
two-phase flow, researchers are hop-
ing to more fully understand how dif-
ferent configurations affect fluid flow 
behavior and how liquid is collected 
before being swept up the pipe. “The 
study examines the effect of the en-
trance to two-phase suction risers on 
flow patterns and on pressure drop,” 
said Bruce Nelson, a member of the 
research committee, and the project’s 
monitoring subcommittee chairman.

Researchers are currently examin-
ing the differences in pressure drop 
produced by using a simple 90-degree 
elbow to a vertical two-phase suction 
riser versus the pressure drop pro-
duced by a P-trap installed at a verti-
cal two-phase suction riser. No such 
comparison exits today, Nelson said. 

 “The arrangement and the design 
of piping in an ammonia refrigera-

tion system are very important to the 
proper operation of evaporators,” 
Nelson said, adding that evaporator 
performance is very sensitive to pres-
sure drop in two-phase suction risers. 

The research project – which is being 
conducted by the Danish Technical 
Institute – is utilizing equipment and 
information from research into refrig-
erant flow that DTI is conducting for 
ASHRAE. “That study is examining 
the two-phase flow in the riser itself,” 
Nelson said. “What we’re doing is put-
ting a P-trap at the exit to the evapora-
tor, and that forms a liquid seal and 
also serves to aspirate liquid so that 
liquid droplets can be carried up the 
vertical suction riser, carried away by 
the piping and carried to the liquid 
recirculator package.”

The information will help design-
ers configure vertical suction riser 
systems in a way that minimizes pres-
sure drop, Nelson said. The research 
should be complete by March. “The 
study results will provide design-
ers and engineers with guidance on 
the appropriate use and benefits of 
utilizing a P-trap versus a 90-degree 
elbow,” Nelson said. 

Meanwhile, the Optimum Pipe Sizing 
research project will provide an up-to-
date, electronic means of determining 
pipe sizing for industrial refrigeration 
systems using a software program. The 
study will also revisit the economic 
sizing methodology the industry uses to 
determine optimum pipe sizing.

The goal is to produce a computer-
based tool that takes into consid-
eration construction costs, system 
energy costs and life expectancy, and 
will allow end users to determine 
optimum pipe sizing based on input 
data. That input data would include 
the initial cost of a piping system, 
energy cost, life expectancy and refrig-
eration system operating efficiency, 
said Wayne Wehber, chair of the IIAR 
research committee. 

Under the project, researchers will 
also evaluate and document economic 
sizing bases for a number of indus-
trial refrigeration piping subsystems, 
including vapor-only piping, suction 
piping, overfeed return piping and 
liquid-only piping.  Researchers will 
use current piping system cost data, 
including current figures for materials 

and labor. The capital cost analysis 
will also consider specialty piping 
materials that are commonly used 
for low temperature piping systems. 
Stainless steel piping, currently popu-
lar among end-users and contractors, 
will also be studied.

Ultimately, the computer tool will 
help facilities make the decision on 
how much to spend on piping ini-
tially, and will help to determine the 
return on investment.

In addition to creating a computer-
based tool, the research will be used 
to update and expand the recom-
mended pipe sizing in the IIAR Pip-
ing Handbook. “Inside our piping 
handbook there is a table or guideline 
on the recommended pipe sizes to use 
based on a combination of costs—
and that was put together last in the 
1960s. One can imagine that there is 
a lot more to it now,” Wehber said.

IIAR is also in the process of re-
viewing and drafting additional work 
statements on potential research proj-
ects, and has set the goal for several of 
them to become ARF-funded projects 
in the upcoming year.

One such project, if approved, 
would monitor a dispersion event to 

ARF Meets  
Growing Industry 
Need for Research
In 2006, the IIAR leadership 
realized that in order to meet 
the growing need within the 
industry for targeted research 
with industry-wide benefit, it 
needed to put a mechanism in 
place for funding a growing list 
of important research projects. 
This led to the formation of 
the Ammonia Refrigeration 
Foundation (ARF), a non-profit 
501(c)(3) organization, whose 
mission is to fund research 
and education projects for the 
benefit of all IIAR members. 
ARF works closely with the 
IIAR Research Committee to 
make this mission a reality in 
the area of research.
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help determine the location and level 
of ammonia to help researchers deter-
mine the best locations for ammonia 
level monitoring detectors. 

ARF Trust Fund 
Tops $2.2 Million
The Ammonia Refrigeration Foun-
dation reported that it has raised 
$2.2 million to fund research and 
education in the industrial refrigera-
tion industry. The number represents 
nearly two-thirds of ARF’s $3.5 mil-
lion funding goal, which it expects to 
reach in the next three years.

“The [$2.2 million] that we reached 
this year is the highest that the ARF 
endowment has ever been,” said Tim 
Facius, ARF Executive Director. “It’s 
particularly exciting now because there 
are many activities and developments 
currently taking place within ARF.”

ARF funding drives IIAR research 
activities and scholarship programs. 
Among several goals for 2015, ARF 
announced a new scholarship program 
administered by a subcommittee of the 
IIAR Education Committee. The new 
program will deliver larger scholarship 
awards geared towards creating higher 
levels of engagement from scholarship 
awardees within the industry.

“The scholarship program has been 
completely revamped and is now 
being administered by an education 
subcommittee,” said Facius. “The 
key is that we are providing larger 
awards, and we’re working harder to 
get much better engagement of our 
awardees in our industry.”

Among a few new goals of the 
scholarship program are an increased 
emphasis on getting awardees to at-
tend the IIAR conference and setting 
up programs so that more mentorship 
is available.

“We are working to make sure our 
scholarship awardees are motivated to 
seek fulltime involvement in this indus-
try when they graduate,” said Facius.

In addition to the scholarship 
program, IIAR’s ARF-funded research 
program is delivering two important 
research projects that are currently 
underway, and recently announced a 
new method of vetting future poten-
tial projects.

Meanwhile, ARF’s growth is expect-
ed to continue as the foundation nears 

its $3.5 million funding target in the 
next three years. Recently, ARF con-
tracted with Graham-Pelton Fundrais-
ing Consultants for help in structuring 
ARF to meet that goal.

“We’re not complacent at our cur-
rent $2.2 million endowment level,” 
said Facius. “Our goal is to reach 
$3.5 million because that is the level 
we need to sustain growth in our 
research and education areas.”

Facius added that ARF expects 
Graham-Pelton to help the foundation 
structure itself for growth and provide 
the infrastructure to better communi-
cate ARF successes and better reach 
potential contributors.

“This is such an exciting time for ARF, 
and for our organization,” said Facius. 
“This effort significantly benefits our 
industry. So many great things are going 
on, and those efforts are laying a strong 
foundation for the years to come.” 

ARF Names 
Scholarship  
Recipients
he Ammonia Refrigeration Foundation, 
which supports research and education 
programs benefiting the industrial refrig-
eration industry, has honored Munier 
Francis, a senior at California’s Polytech-
nic Institute at San Luis Obispo, with its 
annual scholarship award.   

Francis is pursuing his degree in 
mechanical engineering. “My real pas-
sions within mechanical engineering are 
thermodynamics and heat transfer, so 
naturally I’m very intrigued with refriger-
ation,” Francis said. ”It means a lot that 
I won since I truly feel passionate about 
this field of mechanical engineering.”

The goal of the ARF scholarship 
program is to encourage young engineers 
to pursue careers in industrial refrigera-
tion and help develop new interests for 
natural refrigerants. Bob Port, chairman 
of the IIAR scholarship committee, said 
college students often have little expo-
sure to industrial, ammonia refrigeration 
in college. “There is not really a vehicle 
in colleges where students get exposed to 
the industry at all. This whole program 
is a way to allow young men and wom-
en to become more aware of the industry 
while they are in college,” Port said. 

Francis received a $3,000 base 
scholarship for the year and will 
receive another $3,000 if he attends 
the IIAR convention, which he is 
looking forward to. “I’m very excited 
about the meeting because I will get a 
very close look into the organization 
and the industry. I also look forward 
to meeting others in the organiza-
tion and learning about what op-
portunities exist for someone in my 
position,” he said. “Industrial refrig-
eration is such a critical part of our 
economy and civilization as a whole. 
I’m excited to see what’s in store and 
what potential roles I can fill.”

Going forward, ARF will present 
three scholarships annually to students 
who are entering their junior year, Port 
said. “In broad terms, they are a base 
scholarship of $2,000 a year for two 
years. If an individual goes to the IIAR 
annual meeting—we will include the 
invitation as the part of the scholarship 
in the junior year—then we will kick in 
another $2,500 a semester, or $5,000 
for the year, into their senior year 
scholarship,” he explained, adding that 
ARF’s goal is for six students to be 
receiving the scholarship at one time. 

ARF’s goal is to announce three 
scholarship recipients in March 2016, 
and is targeting Feb. 1, 2016, as the ap-
plication deadline. “We want to get in a 
cycle where on the last day of the annual 
meeting, we would announce three ad-
ditional scholarship students,” Port said. 

To promote the scholarship, ARF 
sends the announcement to the general 
membership and to a list of contacts 
at a number of universities. “Start 
looking for an online application 
around the first of October on the ARF 
website,” Port said, adding that ap-
plicants need to have a B average in an 
engineering discipline applicable to the 
refrigeration industry to apply.

ARF will also be presenting a second 
scholarship opportunity this year to 
allow disadvantaged students to attend 
the IIAR annual meeting. The oppor-
tunity is meant to give them a greater 
understanding of the industry. Applica-
tions for the conference scholarships, 
which are funded with a grant from 
Praxair, will be available in October, 
and will be due mid-December. 

news
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Curb Your (People’s) 
Enthusiasm
BY KEM RUSSELL

LEARNED?

LESSON
aving enthusiasm 
for your work and a 
desire to accomplish 
something is good.  I 
have worked with 

many people in the industrial refriger-
ation field that are enthusiastic, fun to 
be around, and even in challenging or 
stressful situations they have worked 
through issues in a positive manner.  

But I also have seen some instances 
where enthusiasm quickly over-
whelmed the knowledge and training 
level of facility personnel, which put 

them and others in an unsafe situation.
In every work environment, a man-

ager’s responsibility is to safeguard 
that enthusiasm. And while that often 
means encouragement, it also means 
cultivating a high level of situational 
awareness so that the talent of your 
people can thrive in a safe environ-
ment. For this edition of Lessons 
Learned, I’m going to focus on the 
dangerous side of enthusiasm.

Several years ago I was involved in 
the startup of a distribution center 
that was mostly low temperature stor-
age, using ammonia as the refrigerant.  
This facility was in a Spanish speaking 
country in South America, and since I 
speak only a few words of Spanish, I 
relied on others who were bi-lingual.  

As the startup went along, I com-
municated to the installing contrac-
tor and the operators, through an 
interpreter, about various aspects of 
the gas powered liquid recirculation 
refrigeration system and the refrigera-
tion computer control system.

A few days into system start-up, 
as we arrived at the facility, I could 
immediately tell from the frenzied 
activity of the team and that “deer in 
the head lights” look that something 
was definitely wrong.  We were asked 
to immediately come to the machine 

room.  When we got to the door of 
the machine room, we heard that 
distinctive, loud, sound of pressure 
being released, similar to a relief valve 
discharging. At the same instant we 
saw a white cloud rapidly develop 
just below a low pressure receiver and 
float down the walk space between 
the compressors.  The release seemed 
to last only a few seconds, but it 
certainly could have been longer – as 
time perception often gets distorted 
during an emergency (another lesson 
learned).  Two operators had started 
to disconnect the relief discharge 
line from the relief valves on a liquid 
transfer vessel (LTU).

Having no idea what was happen-
ing or how soon this might happen 

again, we first directed others to 
ventilate the room.  At this point I 
realized – that in my own enthusiasm 
to get this system operational – I had 
neglected to communicate a few very 
important pieces of information to the 
operators and others working in and 
near the ammonia system. 

I, or someone else, should have 
instructed everyone to continually 
ask themselves: What is this chemi-
cal?; What are we doing with it?; and, 
What can it do to you? 

The answer to that last question 
would have addressed not only the sit-
uational awareness that was missing, 
but how to properly protect yourself, 
and important steps to consider when 
a release occurs.

The lesson I learned here was “DO 
NOT” skip the step of teaching and 
verifying that all those involved in a 
project have and know how to use the 
appropriate personal protective equip-
ment, and have reviewed procedures 
to follow if a release happens.

As I mentally kicked myself for not 
being able to speak Spanish and bet-
ter prepare the operators, I saw two 
refrigeration operators – with good 
intentions, but an over-abundance of 
enthusiasm – that were in the machine 
room near the release point trying to 
do something.  

One of these men was standing 
right next to a LTU located directly 
below the low pressure receiver, and 
the relief valve that appeared to be 
releasing was on that LTU.  The other 
person stood within arm’s reach of the 

H

The lesson I learned here was “DO NOT” skip 
the step of teaching and verifying that all those 
involved in a project have and know how to use 
the appropriate personal protective equipment, 
and have reviewed procedures to follow if a 
release happens.
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first person. The only PPE the man 
next to the LTU had on was a face 
shield.  The other man didn’t even 
have that.  If the release happened 
again, the man nearest the LTU could 
have been seriously injured, or killed.  

I stood in a safe location, but was 
extremely scared of what could hap-
pen to those two men if they stayed 
where they were.  Through an inter-
rupter I said those men need to “Get 
out of there!” It seemed like it took a 
long time before they finally, and re-
luctantly, did leave the machine room.  
Just after they left, a release happened 
again.  These men again wanted to get 
back in there and stop the leak.  We 
told everyone that “No one” is going 
back into that machine room until 
we get some idea of what is happen-
ing, make sure there was proper PPE 
worn, and it is safe to enter.

As the release happened again, and 
with people no longer in danger, we 
watched and thought it didn’t look 
like it was coming from the relief 
valve on the LTU.  Investigating fur-
ther, we noticed that most of the main 
relief header running down the middle 
of the machine room was covered in 
frost, and one particular line going up 
through the roof was also frosted.  

Why was this vertical relief line 
frosted? We went up on the roof to 
see where this line came from and 
there we found the source of the 
continuing release.  The release source 
was a roof mounted purger that had 
its relief connected into the main relief 
header system.  The purger was not 
functioning properly and was periodi-
cally filling up with liquid, building 
up pressure, then blowing its relief.  
Each discharge was a small amount of 
liquid ammonia, which vaporized as it 
traveled down the relief piping system 
and blew out the loosened relief dis-
charge piping connection at the LTU.

In this incident, the two operators, 
in their enthusiasm, had focused on 
what they thought was the cause of 
the release.  They had rushed in to 
stop the leak without proper PPE, 
not understanding what was happen-
ing, or even looking for other clues 
that could have lead them to the real 
cause.  Their enthusiasm nearly cost 
them their lives. 

The lesson that these men and all of 
us should learn is: if you don’t have 
the proper training, proper PPE, and 
do not understand what is or what 

can happen “DO NOT GO.” Wait 
until there are trained and knowledge-
able people with the proper equip-
ment to safely address the incident.  
The second lesson is to have training, 
adequate and knowledgeable leaders 
on site, and sufficient PPE available 
and ready to use prior to introducing 
ammonia into a system, or a portion 
of a system.

Generally, people are interested in 
doing their work well and helping, 
but many times they let their enthu-
siasm to get something done interfere 
with taking that essential step of 

stopping and thinking, “Is what I am 
about to do safe?; Do I and others 
have the proper training, PPE, and 
equipment to handle this situation?” 
Take time to consider what is happen-
ing, or could happen.  And if you’re in 
doubt, ask some other knowledgeable 
or experienced person to take a look.  

Yes, we all have times when there 
are deadlines we need to meet, but 
don’t be in such a rush that your en-
thusiasm to do good work gets in the 
way of doing your work safely, and 
most importantly, training others to 
ask if they are doing their work safely.
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TECHNOMERCIAL

New technology that utilizes low 
charge direct expansion at low 
temperatures can improve safety and 
reduce the first cost of installation, 
while significantly reducing the am-
monia charge required on site. That, 
in turn, can reduce the regulatory 
burdens associated with large ammo-
nia inventories. 

“We’ve developed a special evapo-
rator technology that allows us to 
get the same cooling effect from the 
evaporator with less ammonia,” said 
Bruce Nelson, president of Colmac 
Coil. “Our Advanced Direct Expan-
sion (ADX) technology requires 30 to 
50 times less ammonia in the evapora-
tor compared to pumped ammonia. 
This removes a lot of ammonia from 
the occupied space.” 

Reducing the amount of ammonia 
required in the refrigeration system 
is directly related to safety. Ammonia 
is the perfect refrigerant. It is highly 

efficient, low cost and environmentally 
friendly. Reducing the amount of am-
monia on the site reduces risks associ-
ated with exposing people and products 
to ammonia in the event of a release.

The new ADX technology also 
provides faster defrosting, effective op-

eration at multiple temperature levels, 
good response to changes in load, fast 
restart after power failure, and simpli-
fied maintenance and operation through 
elimination of recirculation pumps.

“Most of the reduction in the am-
monia charge takes place in the evap-
orators. We have to have ammonia in 
the system, but using the Advanced 
Direct Expansion system can mini-
mize the amount. The evaporators are 
installed in the cold space to absorb 
the heat and cool the air and are 
the part of the system closest to the 
products and people, so reducing the 
ammonia charge in the evaporators 
has a big benefit in terms of reducing 
risk.” Nelson said.

To make direct expansion with 
ammonia work at low temperatures, 
three fundamental problems had to be 
addressed.

“The first had to do with finding 
a way to overcome the separation of 

This technomercial was authored by Colmac Coil Manufacturing Inc. to highlight the company’s offerings 
and provide an overview of Advanced Direct Expansion technology, with case studies.

Colmac Coil is one of the world’s leading manufacturers in the new and replacement coil markets with a 
mission to provide heat transfer and refrigeration markets worldwide with innovative products that are 
configured, manufactured and shipped with some of the shortest lead times in the industry

Lowering Charge with  
Advanced DX Ammonia

Preferred Freezer Services, Richland, WAFigure 1

Setting ADX EvaporatorsFigure 2
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the liquid and vapor phases inside 
the evaporator tubes. At low tem-
peratures all of the ammonia liquid 
runs along the bottom of the tubes, 
leaving the top of the tubes dry, and 
that results in a very large reduction 
in cooling capacity. Colmac solved 
this problem by adding a proprietary 
enhancement on the internal tubing 
surfaces which acts to distribute the 

liquid ammonia and wet all of the 
tubing surfaces evenly.” 

“The second problem is the large 
negative effect on evaporator per-
formance of even small amounts of 
water in the ammonia. The ADX 
design automatically and continuously 
removes water from the system and 
keeps evaporators operating at peak 
performance.”

“The third challenge had to do with 
distributing the ammonia equally to all 
of the parallel circuits in the evaporator. 
Conventional refrigerant distributors 
that operate on a pressure drop-tur-
bulence principle just don’t work well 
with ammonia. Our Tank Distributor is 
designed to work with very low pressure 
drop over a very wide range of cooling 
capacities. It is insensitive to subcooling, 
and allows the same evaporator to work 
over a very wide range of temperatures 
and load conditions - for example in 
convertible rooms,” said Nelson.

Low-charge ADX ammonia technol-
ogy brings with it a number of cost sav-
ings. It is less expensive to install than 
a traditional pumped ammonia system 
because of smaller line and vessel sizes, 
and elimination of the recirculator 
package, making return on investment 
extremely attractive with ADX.

Additionally, lowering the amount 
of ammonia stored on-site can reduce 
the number of regulatory inspections 
facilities face. 

Meanwhile, several government 
agencies are taking a closer look at 
the regulation of refrigeration plants.  
Because of the National Emphasis 
Program, systems with an ammonia 
charge of 10,000 lbs or more may put 
that facility on a short list for visits 
and inspections by EPA, OSHA, and 
the Department of Homeland Secu-
rity. Reducing the system ammonia 
charge is beneficial, no matter the size 
of an operation, but being able to 
design a large facility with less than 
10,000 lbs is a significant reduction in 
regulatory burden. With a technology 
like low-charge ADX, that capability 
is coming into the mainstream.

The Colmac ADX system is 
covered by a number of USA 
and foreign patents.
For more information about 
Colmac Coil ADX technology, 
please contact Jeremy Olberd-
ing, VP Sales, at jeremy.olberd-
ing@colmaccoil.com, or call 
(800)845-8331.

TA number of facilities with ADX have been successfully installed and 
are operating in the United States and in Australia: 

Joliet Cold Storage, Joliet, IL  
Joliet Cold Storage is a 402,000 square foot Public Refrigerated Ware-
house designed and installed by AMS Mechanical of Chicago. The 
total refrigeration load of 1,007 TR requires only 8,500 lbs of ammonia 
charge. According to Rick Watters of AMS Mechanical, “The system is 
easy to work on and restarts quickly after a power failure.”

Preferred Freezer Services, Richland, WA 
This project is a 40 million cubic foot, fully automated high rise refrig-
erated warehouse serving multiple frozen potato product processing 
facilities in central Washington. The facility is the largest refrigerated 
warehouse in North America and the largest automated freezer in the 
world. The project has a total refrigeration load of 1,140 TR. It is also 
the first project in North America with a low-oxygen fire suppression 
system in the freezer area. The refrigeration system was installed by 
Unitemp Refrigeration of Atlanta.

United States Cold Storage, Laredo, TX 
In Laredo, Texas, United States Cold Storage built a 75,000 square foot 
expansion to an existing public refrigerated warehouse facility. The total 
refrigeration load of 207 TR was delivered with ADX and 1,500 lbs of 
ammonia. The ADX system allowed this expansion without an addition-
al recirculator package. The design build contractor was Stellar Group 
of Jacksonville, FL.

The new ADX technology has also been able to compete successfully 
with conventional HFC systems:

Bidvest Bibra Lake, Perth, Australia 
For this project, a new 46,300 square foot food service distribution 
center was constructed using ADX technology and highly efficient two-
stage compression with reciprocating compressors and VFD controls. 
The total refrigeration load is 141 TR with an ammonia charge of 1,067 
lbs. Just the reduction in power consumption compared to an air-
cooled HFC system resulted in a simple payback of three years. The 
facility is also fitted with a 300 kW PV solar array on the rooftop, which 
generates more power than the facility consumes. The design build 
installing contractor was Scantec of Brisbane, Australia. 

Case Studies
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Implementing  
Real-Time  
Profitable Safety

rofitability is always 
an important issue, 
and plant managers 
are frequently faced 

with addressing safety 
challenges while striving 

to achieve higher levels of 
production and efficiency. 

But instead of looking at safety and 
production separately, as many facili-
ties often do, the two can be com-
bined into one dynamic process called 
real-time profitable safety.

“Even though everyone has good 
intentions, production usually wins 

out as a focus [with safety as a sup-
porting priority] unless you’ve created 
a culture where production and safety 
are one in the same,” said Gary Smith, 
president and co-founder of the Am-
monia Safety and Training Institute.  

But improving safety has a direct 
correlation to the bottom line, and the 
idea of real-time profitable safety can 
create a 3 to 5 percent improvement in 
earnings, said Smith. “When the team 
has a safe operating environment, it 
allows them to produce more. The idea 
that safety and profitability go hand-
in-hand presents a genuine opportunity 
for each function to supplement the 
other, boosting both,” Smith said. 

Real-time profitable safety is driven 
by dynamic production forces within 
a plant, such as higher levels of power 
consumption, use of raw materials 
and increased production team activ-
ity, according to Peter G. Martin, a 
PhD and industrial engineer. 

Martin, who serves vice president of 
Schneider Electric, headquartered in 

Boston, said the safety of people, 
equipment, facilities and the envi-
ronment is becoming increasingly 
important in industrial operations, 
in part, because executives are in-
creasingly aware that safety is directly 
linked to profitability. 

As part of the day-to-day operations 
in the industrial refrigeration industry, 
the safety manager should be an active 
member of the production team, which 
helps to make safety and production a 
combined concern of the entire man-
agement team. “Make sure they are 
actually a member of the production 

team so when they have the need to 
make a decision related to safety, they 
have the authority to do so,” Smith 
said. 

Martin has recommended that the 
traditional vertical hierarchy of safety 
spending approval be replaced by 
horizontal leadership empowerment and 
funding authority to maintain a safe and 
productive work environment. “The 
production manager and safety manager 
can work together,” Smith said.

Profits increase when workers are sup-
ported by effective managers who set a 
priority on maintaining a clean and safe 
work environment. Smith pointed to one 
incident he witnessed when he served 
as fire chief – where he was involved in 
a serious fire that started as an arc in a 
panel and grew into a full structure fire 
because of poor housekeeping and large 
amounts of goods stored within the 
mechanical room. 

“Sometimes those habits of not 
keeping things clean and organized, 
or ready for an emergency, can cause 

a small problem to lead to something 
big,” Smith said.  “When you’re 
keeping things squared away and 
organized and things are operating 
smoothly, you’ll see when something 
out of the ordinary starts to happen. 
It could be a minor leak or a gasket 
or a seal on an ammonia pump or it 
could be something more significant. 
In either case the operator knows that 
the problem needs to be fixed before 
the small problem suddenly grows to 
cause need for emergency response.”

Management should also closely 
monitor storage load capacity, scruti-
nize room temperatures and address 
mitigation. “There are things you 
engineer or design into the system to 
reduce the potential for a problem to 
become a significant issue,” Smith said. 

Having barricades or safety guards 
are one way to mitigate a potential 
problem, as are early warning devices 
that can alert employees to an issue be-
fore a problem arises. “The operations 
team must also be trained to engage 
the plant emergency plan without de-
lay, so when something does go wrong, 
you know what to do and can stop the 
problem when it is small,” Smith said. 

Martin said executives are typically 
willing to invest in approaches that 
measurably improve profitability, but, 
traditionally, the payback for safety 
measures is not always obvious. By 
embracing a new way of thinking 
about measuring and improving safety 
and embracing real-time profitable 
safety principles, the organization 
will improve safety, resulting in better 
working attitudes around safety and 
higher levels of commitment to all 
plant management goals.

Real-time profitable safety is driven by dynamic 
production forces within a plant, such as higher 
levels of power consumption, use of raw materi-
als and increased production team activity.
– Peter G. Martin, a PhD and industrial engineer. 

SAFETY
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IIAR Committees serve as a valu-
able forum for the open discussion of 
the critical issues facing the industry. 
IIAR’s Compliance Guidelines Com-
mittee, is one of the organization’s 
newest committees. Its purpose is to re-
view, revise and publish IIAR guidance 
documents that currently do not have 
a formal home within any of the other 
committees. Those documents include 
the Ammonia Data Book, the Process 
Safety Management & Risk Manage-
ment Program and the Ammonia 
Refrigeration Management Program. 

“In the past these documents were 
written externally, and we want to 
bring it in house and rely on the 
expertise of our members, rather than 
going outside to somebody else if 
possible,” said Eric Johnston, chair of 
the new committee. Johnston is also 

principle engineer-PSM for ConAgra 
Foods, a member of IIAR’s board of 
directors and a voting member on the 
Standards Committee. 

Johnston said it has been a number 
of years since the documents were last 
updated. The Ammonia Data Book 
was last updated May 2008. The Pro-
cess Safety Management & Risk Man-
agement Program Guidelines Volume 
I & II was updated in 2012, and the 
ARM Program was last updated in 
2005 with references within the docu-
ment being updated in 2007. 

The committee will begin work to 
review those publications, and will also 
be working with the Standards Com-
mittee to develop a Recognized and 
Generally Accepted Good Engineering 
Practices standard. “This document is 
currently in the process of being devel-

oped, and I anticipate a lot of time and 
effort in the immediate future on this 
document,” Johnston said. 

Michael Chapman, manager of 
process safety and risk management 
programs at Tyson Foods and an IIAR 
board member, is the co-chair for the 
committee. Johnston encouraged IIAR 
members to get involved. 

“We’re looking for additional mem-
bers that want to be actively involved 
in reviewing these documents and 
making modifications,” Johnston 
said. “From my standpoint, the best 
people to get involved are those that 
deal with the regulatory agencies and 
compliance. These documents are spe-
cifically giving guidance to end users 
on how to comply with regulations.” 
 

COMMITTEE
update

IIAR Creates Compliance 
Guidelines Committee: Issues 
Call for Volunteer Members
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IIAR Remembers Fred Gary Walker
red Walker was known 
for his unfailing work 
ethic, integrity and com-

mitment to the refrigera-
tion industry, in which he 
was involved for more 

than 40 years. 
“A saying Fred used 

was, ‘The only thing bet-
ter than coming in early 
is staying late,’ and he 
lived it. I don’t remem-
ber going to the office 
and he wasn’t there and 
he never left before I 
did,” said Mike Elliott, 
regional PSM manager, 
Central, for Americold 
Logistics, who worked 
alongside Walker for 
more than 25 years. 

Walker, 68, passed 
away on August 10 
after a brave battle with 
cancer. He was born 
on Nov. 21, 1946, in 
Modesto, California. 
After finishing school, 
Walker served in the 
U.S. Military before 
entering the refrigera-
tion industry. He was 
employed as an engineer 
by Americold Logistics 
for 41 years, retir-
ing as vice president 
of engineering in July. 
“He started as a plant 
engineer and he made 
his way up through the 
ranks with hard work,” 
Elliott said. 

What’s more, Walker 
was a true advocate of safety and 
technology. “We were at the fore-
front of installing process safety 
management early on,” Elliott said. 
“He was always at the forefront of 
the refrigeration industry. The real-
ity is that he was always willing to 
advance new technology.” 

Wayne Hay, director, regional facility 
services, U.S., for Agro Merchants, and 
a former colleague of Walker’s, said, 
“I think the one thing I have noticed 

while Fred was sick and after he passed 
is that I could not attempt to count 
how many times I have said and heard 
from others, ‘If it wasn’t for Fred….’”

Walker served two terms on IIAR’s 
board of directors, including one term 
as chairman—something that was a 

lifelong goal for him. “He told me one 
time on a long car trip in the middle 
of the night that one of his life’s goals 
was to be chairman of the IIAR, and 
he was able to achieve one of his life 
dreams,” Elliott said, adding that 
Walker was always willing to share 
his knowledge with others.

Hay said, “Fred wrote many bul-
letins published by the IIAR and 
helped create many training videos. 

Fred also was very involved with the 
Lanier Technical College of Ammonia 
Refrigeration Training.” 

Walker was also eager to teach, 
and was an incredible resource to 
many as a mentor. “At the end of 
the day he was one of the smartest 

men I ever knew,” 
Elliott said. “He was 
a taskmaster. He 
expected the best of 
all of us. It made us 
all better people.”

Walker’s wife of 
47 years, Maxine, 
warned Hay about 
her husband’s work 
ethic before he went 
to work for Walker. 
Hay and his wife 
visited the Walkers in 
Atlanta and the four 
went out to dinner. 
“At the dinner Max-
ine said, ‘Wayne, do 
not take this job. You 
will end up working 
24 hours a day.’ I 
took the job and yes 
she was very close. If 
I got to the office at 5 
a.m., Fred was there. 
If I stayed to 9 p.m., 
Fred was there,” Hay 
said, adding that he 
worked with Walker 
for more than 13 
years at Americold. 

Walker’s colleagues 
said he had an 
impressive memory. 
“Fred never forgot 
anything. If he told 

you to do something in a warehouse 
and he went back 10 years later, the 
first thing he would do is check to 
make sure what he told you 10 years 
ago was done,” Hay said. 

Walker is survived by Maxine along 
with his daughter, Tina Koehler, and 
her husband, Christopher; his son, 
Rodney David Walker, and his wife 
Candace; six grandchildren; and his 
mother, Olive Walker.

“He was a taskmaster. He expected the best 
of all of us. It made us all better people.”

– Wayne Hay, director, regional facility services, U.S., Argo Merchants 
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Two Years Later: Texas Explosion  
is Catalyst for Change

For the ammonia and chemi-
cal industry, the ammonium nitrate 
explosion in West, Texas, in 2013 has 
served as a catalyst for change, causing 
several government agencies to ex-
amine their policies and update safety 
regulations. Now, regulatory agencies 
are drafting requirements for a number 
of chemical industries that will require 
them to follow the Process Safety Man-
agement guidelines—requirements that 
the industrial refrigeration industry has 
had to follow for years.

“If we hadn’t had the accident in 
West, Texas, there wouldn’t have 
been an executive order issued by the 
Obama Administration then there 
wouldn’t be a working group looking 
at modernizing policies and proce-
dures,” said Lowell Randel, vice presi-
dent of government and legal affairs 
for IIAR. Randel pointed out that the 
tragic accident led to increased scrutiny 
on sectors of the chemical industry that 
were previously not subject to safety 
programs that the ammonia refrigera-
tion industry has followed for decades. 

The explosion, which was caused by 
ammonium nitrate, occurred in a part 
of the farm industry that is not cur-
rently subject to some of OSHA and 
EPA’s regulations. However, the media 
scrutiny that followed the event made 
it clear the public is largely uneducated 
about the safety record of the industri-
al refrigeration industry, which has one 
of the best safety records of all Ameri-
can chemical industries. In fact, in the 
West, Texas, explosion, the tanks that 
were holding anhydrous ammonia on 
the site remained intact before and 
after the explosion.

The refrigeration industry is heavily 
regulated and must meet very stringent 
and formalized safety standards. Agen-
cies are considering the application 
of these standards for other chemi-
cal users, like farm installations that 
use ammonia compounds in hopes of  
preventing future disasters that result 
in scrutiny of all chemical industries. 
“With respect to ammonium nitrate, it 
has not been subject to these programs 
in the past,” Randel said. 

While some of the regulatory 
proposals surrounding safety directly 
relate to the West, Texas, incident, 
some don’t. “This is an opportunity 
for agencies to explore potential 
policy changes they’ve maybe been 
thinking about for some time but 
haven’t had the opportunity on 
which to act,” he said. 

The new regulations address a 
number of areas, including restrictions 
to retail exemptions and expansion of 
the PSM reach that deals with chemi-
cal concentrations. Randel said the 
changes will also put more emphasis 
on engagement with first responders 

and the coordination between federal 
agencies as well as data sharing among 
federal agencies. 

IIAR has been communicating with 
the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration and the Environmental 
Protection Agency on many of the pro-
posed changes, because they will have 
significant impact on IIAR’s member-
ship, Randel said. He added that he 
believes the EPA will most likely move 
forward with their proposals first. 
“This is a high priority for the Obama 
administration and they will want to 
see movement in these changes before 
the end of the administration,” he said. 
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For ammonia refrigeration systems, evapora-
tive cooled condensers are the most common 
technology in use today. But increased water 
costs as well as reduced water availability in 
many areas are making water conservation an 
important component of sustainability efforts 
for many companies. In this technical paper, the 
author compares evaporative cooled condens-
ing and air cooled condensing for an ammonia 
system in a refrigerated warehouse in six U.S. 
cities. The comparison uses detailed hourly 
simulation of the refrigeration plant and local 
electric and water rates. The primary effort of 
the analysis work focuses on energy usage 
and electric costs, since this is the greatest 
“unknown” in considering air cooled ammonia 
systems. The most intriguing value of air cooled 

ammonia systems may be as an alternative to 
other refrigerants, changing the default as-
sumption that air cooled condensing requires 
halocarbon refrigerants. However, the scope 
of this technical paper is limited to ammonia, 
to provide a focused comparative analysis of 
energy use and costs between evaporative and 
air cooled condensing methods.

The author of this technical paper will pres-
ent a follow-up paper on this subject at 
the 2016 IIAR Conference in Orlando, Fla., 
where he will provide additional case study 
analysis with new information on alternate 
refrigerants. The author will include broader 
climate region data and comparative equip-
ment cost as part of the analysis.

Editor’s Note
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ABSTRACT
Ammonia is the ideal industrial refrig-
erant, with high efficiency and broad 
utilization in industry, as well as at-
tractive environmental properties. Use 
of air cooled ammonia systems is un-
common, though, with almost all am-
monia systems  employing evaporative 
condensers,  based  on past practice 
and assumptions concerning efficiency 
and system performance. The efficient 
use of air cooled condensing could 
allow the benefits of ammonia to 
be realized more widely. This paper 
studies efficiency and utility cost of a 
refrigerated warehouse using an am-
monia refrigeration system in six U.S. 
cities, comparing evaporative and air 
cooled condensing.

INTRODUCTION
Ammonia  refrigeration systems  use 
evaporative cooled condensers almost  
exclusively. Due to the large size of 
most ammonia systems,  historical  
context,  and industry perceptions 
regarding  performance and efficiency, 
air cooled condensing is seldom con-
sidered for ammonia.

Increased water  costs as well as 
reduced  water  availability in many  
areas  are making water  conservation 
an important component of sustain-
ability efforts for many companies. 
This paper  compares evaporative 
(evap)  cooled condensing and air 
cooled condensing for an ammonia 
system  in a refrigerated warehouse in 
six U.S. cities. The comparison uses 
detailed  hourly  simulation of the 
refrigeration plant  and local electric 
and water  rates.  The primary  effort 
of the analysis  work focuses  on ener-
gy usage  and electric costs,  since this 
is the greatest  “unknown” in consid-
ering air cooled ammonia systems.

The most intriguing  value of air 
cooled ammonia systems  may be as 
an alternative to other  refrigerants, 
changing  the default  assumption 
that air cooled condensing requires  
halocarbon refrigerants, historically 
HCFC-22 which  is currently being 
phased out, and more recently  HFC 
refrigerants which  are under  pres-
sure to be phased down.  However,  
the scope of this study  is limited 
to ammonia, to provide  a focused  
comparative analysis  of energy use 

and costs between evaporative and air 
cooled condensing methods.

BACKGROUND
Ammonia  is the dominant refrigerant 
for industrial refrigeration systems  
due to its low cost and availability of 
ammonia, its attractive thermodynam-
ic and its physical properties, resulting  
in high system  efficiency. Evaporative 
condensing has been the standard for 
ammonia systems,  with almost  no 
use of air cooled condensers.

The higher  design pressures 
required for air cooled systems,  af-
fecting compressors, piping,  valves 
and vessels,  has limited equipment 
availability and has been a significant  
cost consideration. During compres-
sion ammonia produces high actual 
discharge  temperatures, which  are 
exacerbated by the higher  discharge  
pressures with air cooled systems.  
While not a concern  on screw 
compressors which  use oil or liquid 
cooling during  compression, this 
characteristic becomes  more appar-
ent and more difficult to address with 
reciprocating compressors. This, in 
addition  to higher operating pres-
sures, helps explain  why air cooled 
condensing has had little historical use 
in ammonia systems.

STUDY  DESIGN
For this study,  a medium  sized refrig-
erated warehouse was employed, as 
shown  in Figure 1, with freezer,  cool-
er and dock spaces.  The ammonia 

refrigeration system uses two suction  
levels, each with two equal-size screw 
compressors. The design assumptions 
and equipment selections are shown  
in Appendix  I.

Six cities were used for the study,  
primarily  to obtain  a range of 
weather conditions. Since there  is 
no particular correlation between 
weather conditions and electric rates 
across  the country, the comparison of 
annual energy consumption provides  
the most relevance in understand-
ing the effect of climate  on the two 
means  of condensing.

In addition, the local electric and 
water  rates for the subject  cities were 
used to provide  examples of actual  
operating costs.  Table 1 shows  the six 
cities along with the ASHRAE1 design 
dry bulb temperature (DBT) and wet 
bulb temperature (WBT)conditions.

Local utility costs for electric and 
water  usage  were used to provide  
realistic economic  examples but are 
only examples since electric and water  
rates could vary greatly within  a 
given climate  selection.

Condenser Selection
The evap cooled condenser selections 
for each location  were made  using 
the compressor total heat of rejec-
tion  (THR), based  on compressor 
capacity,  and using the approach 
(i.e. temperature difference  or TD) 
between saturated condensing tem-
perature (SCT) and entering  wet 
bulb temperature, as shown  in Table 

Refrigerated Warehouse Space LayoutFigure 1
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2. These condenser approach val-
ues  are equivalent to the minimum 
requirements in the California Title 
24 Standards for new refrigerated 
warehouses. The closer approach 
(lower  TD) at higher  design wet 
bulb temperatures (WBT) does not 
mean  a condenser is necessarily 
larger as a result  of the closer ap-
proach; rather  the lower TD reflects 
the physics  of moist air and the fact 
that condensers have greater  capac-
ity at the same approach as the WBT 
increases. This effect can be observed 
in the heat rejection  capacity  factor 
tables  provided by all manufacturers 
of evaporative condensers for selec-

tion  at specific application WBT and 
SCT conditions2. Thus the approach 
would  be lower even for a same-size 
condenser and the same THR and a 
higher  WBT. Industry  practice  often 
specifies condensing temperature 
rather  than approach temperature, 
which  can result  in condensers being 
oversized or undersized, at least from 
an energy efficiency standpoint. Speci-
fying the approach is more consistent 
in terms  of overall system  energy 
efficiency and the goals of this study.

The air cooled condenser selec-
tions were based  on a 15°F (8.3°K)  
approach between SCT and entering  
dry bulb temperature (DBT). The air 

cooled design approach is the same 
for all ambient conditions.

The assumed approach tempera-
tures directly determine the size of 
the condenser, and thus  affect the 
results  of the study.  These sizes are 
considered to be a reasonable bal-
ance  of energy efficiency and cost 
effective sizing that could be applied  
across numerous climates.  Note this 
condenser sizing is not intended to be 
a comprehensive design recommenda-
tion; in actual  system  design for a 
particular facility, climate  and utility 
costs,  the optimum condenser may be 
smaller  or larger.

Load Calculations
Cooling design loads were calculated 
for each location,  including  envelope, 
infiltration and internal loads.  The 
design loads,  in BTUh were used to 
select compressors and condensers. A 
summary of the loads for one location,  
Dallas, Texas, is shown  in Table 3.

Note that the hourly  cooling loads 
calculated for hourly  system  model-
ing  and energy analysis  are based  on 
weather files and operating assump-
tions, and are not based directly on 
design loads.

Compressor Selections
To minimize unintended part load 
effects, the compressors for each loca-
tion  were size-adjusted from a single 
representative base compressor model 
each for the low and high temperature 
suction  levels. In other  words,  the 
compressor size was made  to exactly 
match  the desired  capacity,  to avoid 
unintended part load effects that 
would  be caused  by limiting selec-
tions to actual  compressor models.  
Part load operation assumed slide 
valve control  and used representative 
actual  compressor part load perfor-
mance curves.

Condenser Specific Efficiency
Both evap and air cooled condensers 
are available  with a very wide range 
of fan power for a given capacity.  In 
a given cabinet  size, for example, 
evap condensers are available  with 
fan motors  ranging  from 10 hp (7.5 
kW) to 40 hp (30 kW). Historically, air 
cooled condensers had an even larger 
range,  going from 2 hp (1.5 kW) to 10 
hp (7.5 kW) for the same size fan on 

Study Cities and Design Weather ConditionsTable 1

City ASHRAE 1%  
DBT °F (°C)

ASHRAE 1%  
WB T °F (°C)

Dallas , Texas 98 (37) 74 (23)
Chicago, Illinois 88 (3 1) 73 (23)
Denver, Color ado 90 (32) 59 (15)
Miami, Florida 90 (32) 77 (25)
Salinas , California 78 (26) 62 (17)
Portland, Or egon 86 (3 0) 66 (19)

Evap Condenser Design ApproachTable 2

Design WB T T D
<= 76°F (24°C) 20°F (1 1.1°K)

Between 76°F and 78°F (24°C to 26°C) 19°F (1 0.6°K )
>= 78°F (26°C) 18°F (1 0.0°K )

Design Load Calculations for Dallas, Texas LocationTable 3
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certain  belt drive condensers. Today,  
air cooled condensers tend to utilize 
direct drive motors  and have smaller  
motors,  but still with a substantial 
range in power  for a give capacity.  
Specific efficiency is the term used to 
define condenser fan power  vs. capac-
ity.  Specific efficiency is the heat rejec-
tion capacity  at an assumed specific 
efficiency rating point divided  by the 
input  power for the condenser fans 
and,  for evap condensers, the spray 
pump. Specific efficiency rating condi-
tions are unrelated to the application 
conditions. The rating conditions for 
evap cooled condensers and air cooled 
condensers are necessarily different,  
since one is based  on WBT and one is 
based  on DBT. For the same reason, 
numerical comparison of specific ef-
ficiencies can only be made  between 
like condensers, not between air and 
evap cooled condensers. Table 4 shows  
the rating assumptions and assumed 
specific efficiencies used in this study.

The condenser specific efficiency 
rating conditions are taken  from 
the values  used by California util-
ity incentive  programs, where  this 
parameter first came into use, as 
well as more recently  in the Cali-
fornia Title 24 Standards3,4. Note 
that nothing  is particularly special 
about  the rating points;  other  rating 
point assumptions could evolve in the 
future,  which  would  result  in dif-
ferent  specific efficiency numbers for 
each condenser as well as for mini-
mum standards. The 275 BTUh/W 
value assumed for this study  is lower 
(e.g. higher  fan horsepower) than  the 
values  required by the 2013 Califor-
nia Title 24 Standard of 350 BTUh/W.  
The California value was determined 
to be cost effective for California cli-
mates,  utility rates and programmatic 
assumptions, and only for new refrig-
erated warehouses. The value of 275 
BTUh/W is the efficiency estimated by 
the author that would  generally  be 
cost effective on a national basis for a 
refrigerated warehouse.

It is also important to note that 
the cost-effective  specific efficiency 
assumptions are based  on a design 
with all condenser fans running in 
unison  and using variable speed  fan 
control,  as will be discussed below.  
An alternative design approach could 

utilize physically  larger condensers 
with smaller  fan motors,  in order to 
obviate  the need for variable  speed  
drives,  albeit at higher  capital  cost. 
With this alternate design approach, 
the condensers would  have a much  
higher  specific efficiency.

Air cooled condenser specific ef-
ficiency is based  on motor  sizes that 
are currently available  from manufac-
turers, either  as standard or with nom-
inal  adaptation to standard products. 
A specific efficiency of 90 BTUh/W 
was used for the study. Products  
choices  are limited,  naturally, since 
there  is not a significant  U.S. market  

for air cooled ammonia condensers. 
The currently available  equipment has 
a large range of specific efficiencies,  
with some models  substantially higher  
than  90 BTUh/W.

No adjustments were made  to the 
specific efficiency assumption for 
altitude. In the case of the Denver 
location,  certainly, the air cooled 
condenser size would need adjust-
ment for altitude. Air cooled con-
denser manufacturers publish  ca-
pacity adjustments for altitude, but 
no information on motor  power  at 
altitude. The typical air cooled capac-
ity  adjustment for 5,000 ft (1,500 
m) altitude  is approximately 12%; 
which  is roughly  similar to the air 

density  change  from sea level. Since 
fan power and density  are nominally 
proportional (i.e. based  on Affinity 
Laws) it was assumed that the same 
specific efficiency basis was reasonable 
at higher  altitude.

As noted  previously air cooled 
specific efficiencies and evap cooled 
specific efficiencies cannot  be directly 
compared. Air cooled condensers 
require  far greater air volume  than  
evap condensers and thus  gener-
ally  have higher  fan power.  Table 
5 shows  the input  power  for evap 
cooled and air cooled condensers for 
the six study locations.

Hourly Modeling
Building and system  modeling  was 
performed using the DOE2.2R simula-
tion program5. This program  includes  
hourly  calculation of loads,  refrigera-
tion system performance and utility 
costs.  The heat load calculations in-
clude  transmission with consideration 
of hourly  weather and solar effects; in-
filtration which  utilizes  ASHRAE for-
mulas  for inter-zonal (doorway) mass 
exchange, and considers wind velocity; 
and internal loads which  may be au-
tomatically calculated (e.g. evaporator 
fan speed  and thus  power  and heat)  
or scheduled as part of input  instruc-
tions (e.g. product and defrost loads).  
The refrigeration system  portion  of 

Specific Efficiency AssumptionsTable 4

Condenser Power  by LocationTable 5
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the program  is mass-flow  based and 
calculated at a component level. Refrig-
erant  mass flow is determined from the 
cooling loads,  with compressor opera-
tion developed to meet the required 
mass flow, and based  on balance  with 
the available  condenser capacity  and 
ambient conditions. Compressor perfor-
mance is determined from regressions 
based  on saturated suction temperature 
(SST) and saturated discharge  tempera-
ture (SDT), with a separate relationship 
for part load (e.g. slide valve)  efficiency. 
Control strategies for evaporator fans, 
supervisory compressor sequencing 
and part load control,  and condenser 
setpoint and fan control  are all explic-
itly modeled  (within  the limits of an 
hourly simulation model)  in a manner 
consistent with actual  control  opera-
tion. TMY3 weather files were used 
for hourly  ambient temperatures, solar 
values  and wind velocity.

Adjustments to catalog ratings,  
primarily  equipment de-rating,  are 
essential to effective modeling  and in 
particular to refrigeration modeling  and 
this study  for several  reasons, including:

• Equipment catalog ratings  are 
based  on steady  state operation, 
for new equipment and generally  at 
design (peak)  conditions, whereas 
most hours  of operation are not 
at steady  state and the system  is 
operating at off-design conditions 
(which may not be within  the cata-
log ratings)  and at part load.

• Condenser performance values  in 
catalogs  have historically not ref-
erenced a rating standard and the 
ratings  are not certified.  This has 
changed  recently with some evap 
condenser manufacturers now or 
soon using CTI standards6 and/or 
ASHRAE standards7  for testing  of 

evaporative condensers and moving 
towards future  certification of their 
evap condenser ratings.  Manufac-
turers of air cooled refrigeration 
condensers in the U.S. have not refer-
enced rating standards in their cata-
log ratings.  The AHRI standard for 
air cooled condensers, ASNI/ AHRI 
Standard 4607, uses test rating 
conditions which  are more suitable  
for air conditioning applications 
than  refrigeration, e.g. 30°F (17°K) 
approach. Beyond considerations 
of actual  vs. catalog performance 
at full capacity,  factors for perfor-
mance at part load are less certain  
and in most cases are not published 
and given the many  variables, would  
be very difficult to test.

• Transient operation, e.g. fan cycling 
and cyclical pressure variations may 
have a large effect on condenser 
operation.

• Field effects including  multiple  
adjacent condensers, building  
configuration and effect of prevail-
ing  wind,  result  in recirculation of 
air from the condenser outlet and 
reduced  condenser capacity.  Piping 
pressure drop and flow imbalance 
would be part of this factor.

• Scale, corrosion and bio-fouling  
in evaporative condensers often 
comprise  a large factor, reducing  
condenser capacity  and sometimes 
condenser longevity.

To address all of these  factors,  de-
rating  of the catalog capacity  values  
is necessary to simulate real-world  
condenser performance at average  
hourly  conditions. Individual factors,  
largely based  on the author’s  judg-
ment and opinion,  were estimated 
and summarized in Table 6.

These de-rating  factors undoubt-
edly seem high at first glance; indicat-
ing  the realized average  capacity  is 
approximately a third less than  the 
catalog ratings.  Based on the author’s  
experience in evaluating expected  vs. 
actual  hourly  performance at a lim-
ited number of facilities this is not an 
unreasonable conclusion, particularly 
noting  the purpose of these  factors is 
to develop  an accurate hourly  simu-
lation through the course of the year, 
inclusive  of off-design and part load 
effects, and not just at peak design 
conditions. Specific de-rating  compo-
nents may be more or less manageable 
though  system  design and ongoing 
system  maintenance; for example, a 
relatively small amount of scale on 
evaporative condensers can have a very 
large effect on capacity.  Each de-rating  
component could be subject  to a more 
detailed  consideration and study.  In 
terms  of this paper,  the important 
issue is whether the various  de-rating 
components for evaporative condens-
ers and air cooled condensers are likely 
to cause  a difference  in performance 
of one vs. the other.  There is little 
difference  in the net de-rating  factors 
shown  above,  thus  no large compar-
ative effect on modeling assumptions.

Water usage  was estimated us-
ing the actual  hourly  heat of rejec-
tion  from the simulation model and 
assuming the industry guideline  for 
evaporation of 2 GPM per 1,000 
MBTUh. It’s useful to see how this 
simply equates to the evaporation of 
water: 2 Gallons per Minute X 8.34 
Pounds  per Gallon X 60 Minutes/
Hour X 1,000 BTUs per pound  of 
water  equals  1,000,800 BTUh, or 
1,000 MBTUh. In addition, bleed rate 
and drift were estimated and were 

Condenser De-rating Factors for Hourly AnalysisTable 6

69% 66%
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approximately equal  to the hourly  
evaporation rate. Water treatment 
cost was included at $750 per month.

Head  Pressure Control
Control of head  pressure or condens-
ing temperature, which  are essentially 
interchangeable terms  in this con-
text,  is the essential consideration in 
comparing evap cooled and air cooled 
condensers. Without  a balanced and 
consistent assumption the results  
would  be skewed. Head pressure con-
trol  elements include how condenser 
fans are controlled (cycling or speed  
modulation), the control strategies 
used to control  fans, and how low 
head  pressure is allowed  to drop, as 
cooler weather permits.

Floating Head Pressure
Aside from the relatively  few hours  
(if any) in a year that the compressors 
and condensers run near their maxi-
mum capacity,  there  is a constant 
opportunity to employ  controls  to 
optimize  the total power  used by the 
compressors and condenser fans. For 
lack of a better  description, this is 
called floating head  pressure. Floating 
head  pressure is somewhat vague and 
can have multiple  meanings but here it 
is used for the overall effort to control  
to the lowest  total energy use of com-
pressors and condensers throughout 
the year. There are three  elements:

• How low can the head  pressure 
(or condensing temperature) go, 
weather permitting?

• How are the condenser fans con-
trolled?

• How is the condenser fan control  
setpoint  determined?

Minimum Condensing  Temperature
The lowest  possible  steady  state 
condensing temperature is a function  
of compressor oil separator sizing and 
other  compressor limitations, and 
system  design pertaining to liquid 
supply  to evaporators. Generally  all 
modern systems  can operate  to 70°F 
(21°C)  SCT or lower,  i.e. 114 psig 
(7.9 Bar) for ammonia. Some exist-
ing systems  have a need for higher  
pressure during  defrost periods,  
however newer  systems  typically 
need no more than  95 psig (6.6 Bar) 
for defrosting  and are equipped with 

regulators to limit defrost pressure, 
thereby  allowing  head  pressure 
reduction to near 95 psig (6.6 Bar) 
pressure with no effect on defrost.

The value of a minimum condens-
ing temperature lower than  70°F 
(21°C)  may be small a warm  climate  
but could yield large incremental 
savings  in a colder climate. This 
also becomes  an important differ-
ence  between evap and air cooled 
systems in many  climates.  As noted  
previously evap condensers “lose” 
capacity  as the wet bulb temperature 
drops,  in terms  of the approach the 
condenser can achieve  for a given 
heat rejection, whereas an air cooled 
condenser maintains the same ap-
proach temperature at lower dry bulb 
temperatures. Coupled with this fact, 
the difference between DBT and WBT 
varies through the day and the year 
in a manner that favors evap cooled 
condensers in the hottest  weather 
periods  but favors air cooled con-
densers during  the moderate and cool 
temperatures that typically comprise  
most of the year.

Figure 2 shows  the daily tempera-
tures for a hot day and an average  
day for Dallas, Texas.

Note the much  larger difference  

between DBT and WBT on a hot day 
than  on an average  day; here a 33°F 
(18°K) difference  on a hot day and a 
10°F (6°K) difference on a cool day.

The relationship between dry bulb 
and wet bulb temperatures can also be 
seen by comparing the maximum, av-
erage  and minimum dry bulb and wet 
bulb temperatures and the difference,  
which  indicates  the nominal  advan-
tage of evap cooled condensing. Table 
7 shows  weather statistics  for Dallas, 
Texas, taken  from the TMY3 weath-
er file. Note that the maximum WBT 
does not coincide  with the maximum 
DBT, which  is typical for most if not 
all climates.  The WBT that coincides  
with the peak DBT results  in a 27°F 
(15°K) difference,  compared with the 
average  difference between DBT and 
WBT being approximately 8°F (4°K).

Figure 5 shows  the dry bulb tem-
perature for each hour  of the year, 
arranged from hottest  to coldest,  
with the coincident wet bulb tempera-
tures, showing  the greatest difference  
between DBT and WBT during  peak 
temperatures and a declining differ-
ence  in moderate and cold weather.

Added to these “facts of weather,” it 
is also useful to consider  the charac-
teristic increase  in approach at lower 

Hot and Average  DBT and WBT 
Daily Variation for Dallas Texas

Figure 2
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WBTs observed with evap cooled 
condensers vs. the fixed approach with 
air cooled condensers. If condensing 
temperature is reduced  along with 
ambient temperature, the difference  
between DBT and WBT gets smaller,  
and at the same time the difference 
between air cooled and evap cooled 
condenser approach gets larger. Thus, 
air cooled condensing should  have 
greater  advantage the lower head 
pressure is allowed  to float.

Figure 6 shows  DBT, coincident 
WBT (using  a regression  to smooth  
the hourly values)  and the respective 
condensing temperatures, assuming 
system  operation at full load for the 
purpose of this figure.

The minimum condensing tem-
perature used in this study  for all six 
locations  was 60°F (15.6°C).

Fan Control
For both evap and air cooled con-
densers the study  assumes all fans are 
controlled in unison  with variable  
speed,  rather  than  fan cycling. The 
use of all surface,  all  of the time, is 
generally  the most efficient means  of 
condenser capacity  utilization. The 
affinity laws define physical  principles 
of flow, pressure drop and power  
and specifically the “third  power”  
relationship between airflow and fan 
power.  This relationship is shown  as 
the curve in Figure 7 and is applied  to 
compare a condenser with fan cycling 
to the same condenser with variable  
speed  fan control,  with both con-
densers at 50% capacity.  Condenser 
capacity  is nominally proportional 
to airflow and fan speed  whereas 
power  varies with the cube of fan 
speed,  thus  increasing the part load 
condenser efficiency at 50% capacity  
from 90 to 360 BTUh/W.

The nonlinear relationship of fan 
power  to airflow,  and thus  to con-
densing temperature and compressor 
power  is important, and inherently 
points  to an important aspect  of con-
trol  optimization as described below.

Setpoint  Determination
The final aspect  of condenser con-
trol  and optimizing system  energy is 
setpoint determination. The essential 
objective  is balancing the compressor 
and condenser power  to obtain  the 
lowest  total power.  From only the per-

Dallas Texas Weather StatisticsTable 7

 

Dallas Texas DBT and Coincident WBTFigure 5

 

Dallas Texas Full Load  
Condensing Temperature ComparisonFigure 6
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spective of reducing compressor power,  
the condenser would  simply run at 
100% capacity  to balance at the lowest  
head  pressure possible  at the ambient 
temperature. Or course,  the condenser 
uses energy as well, which  creates  the 
tradeoff between compressor power 
and condenser power.  As shown  
previously, fan power  vs. condenser 
capacity  is non-linear, following a third 
power  relationship. In addition, like 
all heat exchangers, increased condens-
ing capacity  has diminishing return  in 
terms  of the heat exchanger approach. 
For example, if doubling  condenser 

capacity  (and  power)  reduces  the 
approach (TD) by 20°F to 10°F (11.1°K 
to 5.6°K),  a reduction of 10°F (5.6°C)  
in condensing temperature, an addi-
tional doubling  would  only reduce  the 
approach and condensing temperature 
by 5°F (2.8°C),  producing only half the 
benefit  at the compressor. Both of these  
non-linear relationships complicate the 
goal of balancing condenser fan control  
vs. compressor power.  Simply put, the 
goal is to use as much condenser capac-
ity  as possible,  without increasing 
condenser power  more than  the gain 
achieved  in compressor power.

The most common control  strat-
egy  used to control  floating head  
pressure for optimum power  use is 
ambient-following logic, where  the 
condenser control  setpoint is deter-
mined by adding  an “offset” value 
to the current ambient temperature to 
determine the target saturated con-
densing temperature setpoint. This 
offset is typically called the con-
trol  TD. For evap cooled condens-
ers, WBT is used and for air cooled 
condensers DBT is used.  A simplified  
example  of ambient following control 
is shown  in Figure 8. The condensing 
temperature setpoint  follows ambient 
temperature, bounded by a minimum 
setpoint  limit defined  by the system  
design minimum pressure capability  
(e.g. of 70°F (21.1°C)  in this example  
figure) and typically a maximum 
setpoint  limit as well (e.g. of 95°F 
(35.0°C)) at which  it is desirable  for 
the fans to run at 100% to limit maxi-
mum system  pressures, regardless of 
energy optimization.

When  using an energy simula-
tion, as was employed  for this study,  
the optimum control  TD value is 
determined by iterating  the simula-
tion control  TD value to obtain the 
lowest  total combined power.  To 
allow for real-world  control  varia-
tions, the control TD is then  raised  
slightly. In actual  plant  operations, 
typically lacking detailed guidance  
from energy analysis, the control  TD 
setpoint  is commonly  optimized 
using a condenser fan speed  “sweet  
spot” of 60-80% target,  when  not at 
minimum SCT.

An average  speed  of 60-80% is 
normally  close to the ideal operating 
point;  utilizing a large fraction  of the 
condenser capacity  and still provid-
ing  a sizable  reduction in condenser 
fan power.

Other control  and optimization 
methods are feasible,  but ambient fol-
lowing is the most common method  
and for the purpose of this study,  
creates  a relatively  balanced and 
consistent comparison between evap 
cooled and air cooled condensing.

WATER COSTS
Water,  sewer  and water  treatment 
costs are generally  the impetus  for 
considering air cooled condensing, in 

Condenser Capacity  vs. Power  
for Fan Cycling and Variable  SpeedFigure 7

 

Ambient Following Condensing  
Temperature SetpointFigure 8
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addition  to concern  regarding  future  
water  availability. For each city in 
this study  the water  and sewer  rates 
were investigated, with the results 
shown  in the Table 8.

For cities that adjust  the sewer  rate 
based  on measured flow or sub-
metering credits to account for water  

that is evaporated, the sewer  cost was 
factored  to 40% of the supply  water  
cost, and the two added  to obtain  
the effective cost of both supply water  
and sewer  costs is expressed in $/CCF 
(hundred cubic feet) of supply  water 
consumption.

RESULTS
Simulation results  for the six cities 
are shown  in Table 9 and Table 10.

Energy Usage
Table 9 shows  the energy usage  for 
compressors and condensers, as well 
as the total simulation energy for the 

Water and Sewer CostsTable 8

Comparison of Energy UsageTable 9

Evaporative Cooled Air Cooled Air Cooled 
Increase 

(Decrease)

Comparison of Electric and Water CostsTable 10

Air Cooled Increase (Decrease)

Evaporative Cooled Air Cooled
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facility which  includes  the balance  
of the loads in the simulation, specifi-
cally evaporator coil fans and lighting 
in refrigerated spaces.

In all locations, air cooled condens-
ing uses more total energy (kWh)  
than  evaporative cooled condensing, 
ranging  from almost  no difference  
to an 8% increase  in Denver, which  
is a very dry climate  obviously  at-
tractive for evaporative cooling. The 
evaporative condensing advantage in 
Miami, which  has a very high humid-
ity and thus  relatively  little difference  
between DBT and WBT is interesting 
and points out to the closer approach 
achieved  by evaporative condensers 
at higher  wet bulb temperatures.

Operating Costs
Table 10 shows  the electric utility 
cost and water  costs for each loca-
tion.  Water costs are based  on Table 
8 plus water  treatment costs which  
were estimated at $750 per month  
for all locations. The electric costs are 
separated between energy cost (kWh 
usage)  and demand charges.

The effect of high demand charges  
for air cooled condensing is apparent 
and is due to the air cooled condenser 
response to DBT and the fact high 
DBT temperatures coincide  with util-
ity summer on peak demand charges.

Electric costs increased in all cities, 
from 3% to 12%,  with the high-
est  being Denver. The average  cost 
increase  is approximately 6% and on 
the order of $1,000 per month, so in 
the context  of other  system  design 
variables and associated operating 
cost differences, this is not a large 
penalty. With water  costs savings,  
the annual cost decreases for all 
locations. The net savings  with both 
electric and water  costs considered 
ranges  from 4% to 20%,  with dollar 
savings  from approximately $9,000 
to $37,000. The highest  savings,  for 
Portland, is largely due to the water  
costs in Portland; nearly double  the 
average  of the other  locations, with 
most of this cost difference  due to 
high sewer  rates.

Note that the simulation did not 
include  any form of cooling load shift-
ing control  for either  evap cooled or 
air cooled systems.  Load shifting on 
high efficiency systems should  be un-

dertaken cautiously to avoid increasing 
total energy usage,  but to the extent  
load shifting is cost effective in all 
other  respects, it would  yield greater 
benefits  on air cooled systems  than  
on evap cooled systems,  due to the 
higher  day-to- night range in dry bulb 
temperatures than  wet bulb tempera-
tures, particularly in peak periods.

The assumptions described in this 
paper,  naturally, impact  the results.  
The assumptions were intended to 
accurately assess  both condensing 
options  with the control  methods 
(related to condensers) that would  be 
employed  in a modern facility. The 
sensitivity  of various  assumptions 
was not investigated. Most assump-
tions likely have a small compara-
tive difference,  whereas others  (e.g. 
minimum condensing temperature 
setpoint) would  be expected  to have 
a large comparative difference.

Also, the condenser de-rating  as-
sumptions were definitely  substantial 
and either through error in these  
assumptions, or actions  taken  to 
minimize the factors in a particular 
design or application, the compara-
tive outcome in energy usage  could 
be materially  different.  There is 
also a learning  curve that could be 
expected  in applying large air cooled 
ammonia condensers (e.g. field ef-
fects),  although the ammonia plants  
on most refrigerated warehouses are 
moderately sized and not significantly 
beyond  the scale experienced with 
other  air cooled refrigeration and 
chiller applications.

Water consumption used in the 
study  may be somewhat overstated 
for a facility with excellent  water  
conditions and/or very well managed 
water  treatment. However,  in the 
author’s  opinion,  the water  con-
sumption assumptions are likely to 
understate the average  refrigerated 
warehouse system,  since water  usage  
to condensers is often not metered  
and rarely managed vs. expected  us-
age  for the actual  heat rejection. Of 
course,  this is an opportunity for im-
provement that can be addressed aside 
from the comparison of air cooled 
and evaporative condensing.

Capital Cost and Payback
The additional cost for air cooled 

condensing includes:
• Air cooled condenser cost premium 

over evaporative condensers

• Cost of increased design pressures 
for vessels  and piping

• Increased compressor motor  cost 
for higher  peak operating pressures

• Additional  condenser piping

• Structural support for condens-
ers (potentially lighter weight  but 
larger area)

Detailed equipment selection  and 
installation pricing was not under-
taken as part of this paper,  since costs 
vary greatly based  on design condi-
tions and site-specific factors.  Based 
on high level estimates by the author, 
the added  capital  cost for air cooled 
condensing on the subject  facility 
is estimated between $200,000 and 
$300,000,  which  would  equate  to a 
payback  of 10 to 30 years.  Payback  
in this range would  typically not 
encourage use of air cooled systems  
solely on the basis of energy savings,  
but would  help support an air cooled 
choice if other  factors such as water 
conditions and availability present  
challenges. In some areas,  evapora-
tive condenser life is shortened by 
difficult water  conditions. For these  
facilities, a life cycle analysis would  
reflect the value of air cooled con-
densers which  (if properly  designed) 
would have a longer life.

High side design pressure require-
ment may be a significant  cost 
determinant. In certain  areas  with 
low design dry bulb temperatures, the 
design pressure requirements may be 
within  the current standard practice  
for evap cooled systems, thus  causing  
no additional high side costs other  
than  the condenser and structural 
cost difference.

CONCLUSIONS
The use of air cooled condensers for 
ammonia systems  is potentially attrac-
tive. Energy cost is greater  in all areas  
evaluated, but when  water  costs are 
considered, the net operating cost is 
lower in all six U.S. locations  con-
sidered in this paper,  which utilized  
hourly  simulation of air cooled and 
evaporative cooled condensing in a 
representative refrigerated warehouse.
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Energy usage  for air cooled con-
densers over evap cooled condensers 
ranged  from almost  no increase  to 
an 8% increase  in Denver,  Colorado.  
Electric cost increase ranged  from ap-
proximately 3% to 12%.  With water  
cost included, cost reduction ranged  
from 4% to 21%,  with the savings  
from greatest  to least in the following 
order:  Portland, Oregon; Chicago, Il-
linois; Miami, Florida; Dallas, Texas; 
Salinas, California;  and Denver,  
Colorado.

Higher electric operating costs 
with air cooled condensing reflect the 
higher  electric rates concurrent with 
high dry bulb temperatures, when  the 
comparative advantage of evaporative 
condensing is greatest. No refrigera-
tion load shifting was included in the 
analysis, and may comprise  a poten-
tial advantage for air cooled condens-
ing due to the higher  daily range of 
dry bulb temperature compared with 
wet bulb temperature.

Water usage  was calculated based  
on heat rejection  from the hourly  
simulation and typical water  bleed 
rates.  Actual water  usage  may be 
lower or could be substantially higher  
if not carefully controlled. The study  
results  are dependent on control 
assumptions, in particular the use of 
variable  speed  control  of all fans 
in unison  and ambient-following 
control.

Given the wide range of water  
costs,  utility rates (and  rate shapes  
in peak periods), site specific analysis  
may often be necessary to accurately 
identify operating costs of evap cooled 
and air cooled condenser options. For 
both air cooled and evap cooled con-
densers, the catalog capacity  ratings  
were de-rated  by more than  30% to 
develop the average  capacities for the 
hourly  simulation. This is a signifi-
cant  assumption for which  there  is 
limited field testing.  Future  work is 
required for both evap cooled and air 
cooled condensers to evaluate in-
stalled  average  performance in order 
to achieve more accurate annualized 
analysis, as well as establish perfor-
mance expectations.
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Weather

Design WB T,  DB T Chicago:
73°F design WB T
88°F design DB T
Dallas:
74°F design WB T
98°F design DB T
Denv er :
59°F design WB T
90°F design DB T
Miami :
77°F design WB T
90°F design DB T
Portland:
66°F design WB T
86°F design DB T
Dallas:
62°F design WB T
78°F design DB T
The design DB T and WB T ar e based on the ASHRAE 90.1- 2007 w eather data.

Compr essor Informatio n

Refrigerant R-717

Suction Gr oup 
Design SST  

LT  System: -23°F
HT System: 22°F

Design SCT Chicago:
Ev aporative condenser system: 93°F design SCT
Air cooled condenser system: 103°F design SCT
Dallas:
Ev aporative condenser system: 94°F design SCT
Air cooled condenser system: 113°F design SCT
Denv er :
Ev aporative condenser system: 79°F design SCT
Air cooled condenser system: 105°F design SCT
Miami :
Ev aporative condenser system: 96°F design SCT
Air cooled condenser system: 105°F design SCT
Portland:
Ev aporative condenser system: 86°F design SCT
Air cooled condenser system: 101°F design SCT
Dallas:
Ev aporative condenser system: 82°F design SCT
Air cooled condenser system: 93°F design SCT
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Compressor 
description

LT  System
Serves fr eezer ar ea. (2) Ammonia scr ew compressors with slide-v alve unloading
HT System
Serves cooler and dock ar eas. (2) Ammonia sc rew compressors with slide-v alve unloading

Compressor 
capacity, p ower,  
nominal motor  
HP, and motor 
ef�cienc y at design 
conditions

LT
Frick RXF -101: 72.2 TR, 2 08.8 BHP at -23°F SST and 1 00°F SCT , 25 0 Nominal 
HP, 94.5% ef�cient motor
HT
Frick RXF -50: 105.8 TR, 137.3 BHP at 22°F SST and 1 00°F SCT , 15 0 Nominal 
HP, 93.6% ef�cient motor
The actual compr essor capacities were scaled for each city so that the 
compressors meet the design cooling load.  

Suction Gr oup SST 
Control St rategy

LT  System: -23°F �x ed SST setpoint, 1°F thr ottling r ange
HT System: 22°F �x ed SST setpoint, 1°F thr ottling r ange

Lead compr essor 
unloading st rategy

Slide valve unloading

Oil cooling type Thermos yphon

Useful superheat for  
compressor r atings

0°F

Liquid subcooling for  
compressor r atings

0°F

Ev apor ator Coil Information

Air Unit F an 
Operation

All zones
Fans run 1 00% of the time , except for defr ost. V ariable speed contr ol, 65% 
minimum speed, 2 hour s/da y for ced at 100% speed

Defrost 
Assumptions

Cooler: (2) 30-minute o�-c ycle defr osts/da y
Dock: (2) 30-minute o�-c ycle defr osts/da y
Freezer: (2) 3 0-minute hot-gas defr osts/da y

Air Unit Quantity Cooler: 6
Dock: 6
Freezer: 6

Air Unit Capacity  
(per unit)

Cooler: 16 1.0 MBH at 1 0°F TD
Dock: 124.2 MBH at 1 0°F TD
Freezer: 173.1 MBH at 1 0°F TD

Design Satur ated 
Ev aporator 
Temperature:

Cooler: 25°F
Dock: 3 0°F
Freezer: -2 0°F

Air Fl ow Ra te  
(per unit)

Cooler: 32,2 00 CFM
Dock: 24,800 CFM
Freezer: 34,600 CFM

Fan Power Cooler: 4.74 kW
Dock: 3.65 kW
Freezer: 5.09 kW
Based on speci�c e�cienc y of 34.0 B TUh/kW at 1 0°F TD betw een SET and space temper ature
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Condenser Informatio n

Condenser type Ev aporative / Air cooled

Design 
Temperature 
Di�er ence

Chicago:
Ev aporative condenser: 2 0°F TD
Air cooled condenser: 15°F TD
Dallas:
Ev aporative condenser: 2 0°F TD
Air cooled condenser: 15°F TD
Denv er:
Ev aporative condenser: 2 0°F TD
Air cooled condenser: 15°F TD
Miami :
Ev aporative condenser: 19°F TD
Air cooled condenser: 15°F TD
Portland:
Ev aporative condenser: 2 0°F TD
Air cooled condenser: 15°F TD
Dallas:
Ev aporative condenser: 2 0°F TD
Air cooled condenser: 15°F TD
Fix ed TD of 15°F was used for air cooled condenser s.
TD for evaporative condenser s w as determined as follo ws:
Design WB T <= 76°F , TD = 2 0°F
76°F < Design WB T < 78°F , TD = 19°F
Design WB T >= 78°F , TD = 18°F .

Capacity at Design 
Conditions

Chicago:
Ev aporative condenser: 5,565 MBH at 93°F SCT and 73°F WB T
Air cooled condenser: 5,822 MBH at 15°F TD
Dallas:
Ev aporative condenser: 5,686 MBH at 94°F SCT and 74°F WB T
Air cooled condenser: 6,2 16 MBH at 15°F TD
Denv er:
Ev aporative condenser: 4,90 7 MBH at 79°F SCT and 59°F WB T
Air cooled condenser: 5,493 MBH at 15°F TD
Miami :
Ev aporative condenser: 5,857 MBH at 96°F SCT and 77°F WB T
Air cooled condenser: 6, 102 MBH at 15°F TD
Portland:
Ev aporative condenser: 5,2 19 MBH at 86°F SCT and 66°F WB T
Air cooled condenser: 5,574 MBH at 15°F TD
Salinas:
Ev aporative condenser: 5,0 27 MBH at 82°F SCT and 62°F WB T
Air cooled condenser: 5,262 MBH at 15°F TD
The abo ve mentioned capacities were de-rated by 31% for evaporative 
condensers and by 34% for air cooled condenser s in or der to account for: 
fouling, non-steady state factor s,  �eld installation e�ects and part-load e�ects .
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Pump po wer  
and ef�cienc y  
(for Ev aporative 
condenser)

5 HP, assumed 89.5% ef�cient, 4.17 kW – for all citie s
Pump runs continuousl y.  

Fan power Chicago:
Ev aporative condenser: 26.4 kW (Based on speci�c ef�cienc y of 275 B TUh/
Watt at 100°F SCT , 7 0°F WB T)
Air cooled condenser: 43.1 kW (Based on speci�c ef�cienc y of 90 B TUh/W att 
at 10°F TD)
Dallas:
Ev aporative condenser: 26.6 kW (Based on speci�c ef�cienc y of 275 B TUh/
Watt at 100°F SCT , 7 0°F WB T)
Air cooled condenser: 46.0 kW (Based on speci�c ef�cienc y of 90 B TUh/W att 
at 10°F TD)
Denv er :
Ev aporative condenser: 3 0.3 kW (Based on speci�c ef�cienc y of 275 B TUh/
Watt at 100°F SCT , 7 0°F WB T)
Air cooled condenser: 40.7 kW (Based on speci�c ef�cienc y of 90 B TUh/W att 
at 10°F TD)
Miami :
Ev aporative condenser: 27.5 kW (Based on speci�c ef�cienc y of 275 B TUh/
Watt at 100°F SCT , 7 0°F WB T)
Air cooled condenser: 45.2 kW (Based on speci�c ef�cienc y of 90 B TUh/W att 
at 10°F TD)
Portland:
Ev aporative condenser: 27.3 kW (Based on speci�c ef�cienc y of 275 B TUh/
Watt at 100°F SCT , 7 0°F WB T)
Air cooled condenser: 41.3 kW (Based on speci�c ef�cienc y of 90 B TUh/W att 
at 10°F TD)
Salinas:
Ev aporative condenser: 3 0.5 kW (Based on speci�c ef�cienc y of 275 B TUh/
Watt at 100°F SCT , 7 0°F WB T)
Air cooled condenser: 39.0 kW (Based on speci�c ef�cienc y of 90 B TUh/W att 
at 10°F TD)
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Condenser fan 
control

60°F minimum SCT setpoint
Ambient temper ature follo wing SCT cont rol (w etbulb-reset for evaporative 
condenser, dry bulb- reset for air cooled condenser )
Variable-speed fan contr ol
1°F th rottling r ange
Chicago:
Wetbulb-reset control TD: 19°F
Drybulb- reset control TD: 14°F
Dallas:
Wetbulb-reset control TD: 18°F
Drybulb- reset control TD: 14°F
Denv er:
Wetbulb-reset control TD: 19°F
Drybulb- reset control TD: 15°F
Miami :
Wetbulb-reset control TD: 17°F
Drybulb- reset control TD: 15°F
Portland:
Wetbulb-reset control TD: 19°F
Drybulb- reset control TD: 14°F
Salinas:
Wetbulb-reset control TD: 19°F
Drybulb- reset control TD: 14°F
Wetbulb-ratio for evaporative condenser s: 0.0 

Load Informatio n

Facility Size Freezer Ar ea: 40,000 SF
Cooler Ar ea: 40,000 SF
Dock Ar ea: 12,000 SF
Total Ar ea: 92,000 SF

Ceiling Height s All ar eas: 30 ft.

Temperature 
Setpoints

Freezer: -1 0°F
Cooler: 35°F
Dock: 40°F

Load Pr o�les Internal loads ar e product load, light s,  in�ltr ation, peopl e, forklifts/pallet lifts , 
equipment

In�ltr ation, leak age 
open, closed, et c.

Cooler: (2) 10’ x 10’ door s fr om cooler to dock
Freezer: (2) 1 0’ x 1 0’ door s fr om fr eezer to dock
Dock: (2 0) 10’ x 10’ dock door s.  Assumed 2 00 CFM design in�ltr ation per dock 
door, subject to in�ltr ation schedul e
Inter-zonal door s assumed open 15 times per hour , 12 seconds per opening.  
Doors ar e not assumed to ha ve strip or air curtains . Subject to hourly 
production schedule
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Product Loads Freezer: 4 1.7 MBH (Assumed 400,000 lb/da y pr oduct load, fr om -5°F to -1 0°F , 
with speci�c heat of 0. 50)
Cooler: 226.0 MBH (Assumed 400,000 lb/da y pr oduct load, fr om 45°F to  
40°F , with speci�c heat of 0.65, plus 75 0 tons of r espiring pr oduct. Heat of  
respiration: 5,5 00 B TUh/ton of pr oduct per 24 hour s)
Dock: 0 B TUh
Subject to hourly schedul e

People Loads 20 people, distributed evenly by S.F .
Assumed people heat gain is 580 B TUh sensibl e, 870 B TUh latent, 1,45 0 B TUh 
total. Subject to hourly schedul e

Forklifts 15 forklifts , 5 pallet lifts , distributed evenly by S.F .
Assumed 20 MB TUh/forklift, 10 MB TUh/pallet-lift
Subject to hourly schedul e

Facility Env elope Insulation

Climat e Dalla s,  Chicago, Portland, Miami, Denv er, Salinas

Azimut h 0°

Building Size Freezer: 40,000 S.F . (2 00’ x 2 00’)
Cooler: 40,000 S. F.  (2 00’ x 2 00’ )
Dock: 12,000 S. F.  (400’ x 30’)
Total ar ea: 92,000 S.F .
Ceiling heights:  30’

Roof Construction Freezer
Construction: Built-up r oof, R-36 insulatio n
Inside Film R esistance: 0.90 Hr-S F-°F/Bt u
Absorptance: 0.45 (Thermal emittance of 0.55 manual )
Cooler
Construction: Built-up r oof, R-28 insulatio n
Inside Film R esistance: 0.90 Hr-S F-°F/Bt u
Absorptance: 0.45 (Thermal emittance of 0.55 manual )
Dock
Construction: Built-up r oof, R-28 insulatio n
Inside Film R esistance: 0.90 Hr-S F-°F/Bt u
Absorptance: 0.45 (Thermal emittance of 0.55 manual )

Wall Construction Freezer
R-36 insulation
Cooler
R-28 insulation
Dock
R-28 insulation
Inter-Zonal Wa ll
R-26 insulation
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Floor Constructio n Freezer
8” Concr ete slab, R-36 insulatio n
Cooler
8” Concr ete slab (no insulation, assumed concr ete U-factor: 0. 20)
Dock
8” Concr ete slab (no insulation, assumed concr ete U-factor: 0. 20)

Hours of Oper ation 9 AM to 1 AM, 7 Da ys/W eek (lights , in�ltr ation, people , forklift/pallet lifts)

Lighting 

Lighting Power 
Density

All ar eas: 0.7 Wa tts/S. F. 8



Innovation based.  Employee owned.  Expect more.

the optimal cold service system

STYROFOAM™ is a trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”)

Polyguard now supplies Dow® Styrofoam™ pipe insulation to the refrigeration market for the first time completing the introduction of 
our optimal Cold Service System. 

Major food producers in North America, who have been long-time users of Polyguard’s ReactiveGel® corrosion preventer in combination 
with Polyguard’s ZeroPerm® vapor barriers can now specify an entire insulation system to minimize downtime and extend the 
productive life of their low temp pipe installations. 

The optimal Cold Service System starts with RG-2400® gel on the pipe to prevent corrosion. Next, the Dow® Styrofoam™ insulation 
provides long-term stable R values and is the preferred product for low temp applications. Finally, cover the insulation with either 
Polyguard’s ZeroPerm® or Insulrap™ vapor retarders to keep the insulation dry or complete the system with Polyguard’s Alumaguard® 
family of flexible weatherproof cladding products. 

Polyguard can offer a truly integrated system that offers peace of mind and components that have been time-tested in the marketplace. 

www.PolyguardProducts.com/mad
To learn more, call us at  214.515.5000 or visit
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